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ELKVHiN YEAR OLD Steven Fraser takes the game of baseball 
seriously. Uniforms for the Sidney All Star team were pur­
chased three years ago by the Rotary Club. More pictures page 3
WHARF OWNER 
ADDRESSES COUNCIL
Islander Feels ‘Badly’ Over Six Year Dispute
DUECK WOULD LIKE TO MAKE 
‘REASONABLE SETTLEMENT’
Special To The Sidney Review
For the first time in a six 
year dispute with North 
Saanich Council, Islander Ed 
Dueck, addressed a full sitting 
of council Monday evening. At 
issue was a court edict or­
dering both E.MP. Estates 
Ltd., of which Dueck is 
president, and Kathleen 
Murray to tear down two 
illegal wharves which they 
had built in Canoe Bay.
The B.C, Appeal Court 
ordered the two wharves 
demolished due to the fact that 
they had been built across 
municipally controlled 
foreshore. Further appeals 
were denied the defendants 
earlier this year ^y the 
Supreme Court of Canada.
In speaking to council 
Monday evening Dueck said 
that his solicitor had advised 
him against appearing but 
that ho wished to present his 
own feelings on the matter. 
Mayor Paul Grieve advised 
him that while council would 
be more than willing to hear 
him out tliey could not reply or 
speak further with him on the 
matter ‘at this time’. This was 
due to the fact that the case 
Vv'as still under advisement.
Dueck, who formerly owned 
Dueck Motors in Vancouver, 
retired to Knapp Island four 
yci\rs ago. He told council 
that lie did not know ho had 
built an ‘illegal wharf’,
“I didn’t know it was an 
illegal wharf until I got a letter 
from my son, Peter, in Maui," 
Said Dueck, explaining that he 
had been heavily involved in 
business activities during the 
initial confrontation with 
council. "I had 4fU) men 
working for me in Van­
couver— ’
He told council that ho 
would like to make some 
settlement, if it was at all 
possible, which would see the 
wharf preservunl and the 
municipality reimbursed to a 
greater extent than had
already been done.
“We have already paid Mr. 
Branson (North Saanich legal 
counsel) $2700 and with regard 
to other legal fees we would 
like to make some reasonable 
settlement.”
“I didn’t want you to think 
we just defied everyone” said 
Dueck. “I’ve never kicked 
anyone off any float I’ve 
owned in all my life — our 
island in fact is a life saving 
station. Last year my son 
Peter saved four people from 
drowning — we try our best 
to be a part of the com­
munity... we aren’t wealthy 
people trying to defy anyone. 
Even though we have a 
caretaker out there we do 
most of our own work...we feel 








Central Saanich council has 
allocated grants to nine 
organizations this year, at 
total cost of $7,10(5, $7,107.
Eight thousand dollars was 
budgctted for grants, after the 
present grants are made, the 
balance of $1193 will be 
available for miscellaneous 
requests.
Grants this year included: 
Brentwood Clmmunily Club; 
$770; Greater Victoria 
Celebrations Society, $200; 
North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society, $4,000; 
The Salvation Army, $'2.')0; 
Grenier Victoria Activity 
Centre, $200; Loyal Oder of 
Moose, $300; Goodwill En­
terprises lAd,, $200; George 
Pearkes Clinic, $300; and to 
the Victoria Symphony 
Society, $100.
NEEDLES FUCK AT 
MEETING
There were 14 spectators at 
North Saanich council Mon­
day evening. Two ladies 
brought knitting to the event.
Early in the morning of May 
27, an abandoned house at 9576 
Ardmore caught fire and 
burned to the ground, ap­
parently as a result of a fire 
fighting practice on the site 
the previous evening.
North Saanich council 
subsequently called for a 
letter of explanation of the 
incident after receiving a 
complaint from a resident 
whose home is adjacent to the 
site of the fire.
At a regular council meeting 
Monday, a letter was received 
from North Saanich Volunteer 
Fire Department Chief Ron 
Evans:
Sirs:
In reply to the request from 
the Fire Committee Chair­
man, I submit my rqport on 
the fire at 9576 Ardmore;
1. The driveway was used 
for driver training for two 
training nights.
2. The house was used for 
one training night only, i.e., to 
carry out exercises in smoke 
rescue with air masks, an 
exercise in spot fires, and 
finally one hot burn, hot 
enough to blow windows, etc. 
The fire was extinguished and 
the equipment returned to the 
hall at 10 p.m. At 12 midnight 
the house was checked by two 
firemen and there were no 
signs' of fire.
3. Please note. The Sidney 
detachment of the R.C.M.P. 
was asked to make two checks 
of the house between midnight 
and 6 a.m. but this was not 
done. The weather report was 
checked out prior to going to 
the site.
FIRE REPORTED
4. At 5:45 a.m., I received a 
telephone call from T.A.S. 
that a fire was reported on the 
west side of the peninsula by 
marine emergency radio from 
a ship waiting to dock at 
Croftoh. I asked for the North 
Saanich alarm to be sounded 
immediately and I proceeded 
to the site of the smoke.
Upon my arrival at the fire, 
the roof was falling in and the 
house was a total blaze. Two 
trucks arrived, the fire was
Continued on Page 2
SAANICIITON HORSE SHOW look place on Saturday. For more photos see page 5.
Sidney Recreation Activities 
Involve 100 Youngsters
SIDNEY FIREMEN, POLICE 
MEET RECORD NUMBER 
ACCIDENT CALLS
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Beginning this week 
youngsters are involved 
Sidney Recreation-sponsored, 
activities. Summer holidays, 
warm weather, trained 
leaders and lots of things to 
do, will provide the 
background for fun and action 
for the youngsters attending 
the various playgrounds.
Somehing new will be seen 
this year at Playtown, a 
programme designed for the 
6-12 year-old. Indoor activities 
will be held in the Games’ 
Room (the Main Hall) at 
Sanscha. Equipped with 6 ping 
pong la’oles;' toss- games,- table-^ 
games, (such as, checkers, 
chess, pick-up-stix) everyone 
will find action and fun. 
Outdoor activities will include 
minor sports, (rugby, soccer, 
softball, jogging), to which 
have been added frisbees, 
lawn discus, tap-and-bat, 
jacks, skipping ropes, mar­
bles, etc. and etc.
A wide assortment of crafts, 
a fort, butjngs, drama, music, 
will all add to the summer 
pleasure of the children.
The leaders would ap­
preciate donations of playing 
cards, or additional table 
games in good condition. And 
a special request for hula 






A well being excavated in 
Central Saanich may produce 
enough water to be shared 
,:with tbe municipality. Central 
Saanich' Waterworks Com­
mittee advised council 
Monday night.
Aid. Dave Hill, committee 
chairman explained that a 
well excavated by Geoff 
Vantreight was estimated to 
be capable of producing ap­
proximately 1,000 gallons a 
minute.
As Vantreight does not 
require this amount for 
irrigation, he has offered to 
enter into an agreement with 
the municipality to'allow the 
surplus to be used for 
municipal purposes.
The well is having its eight 
hour tost of productivity this 
week.
The Waterworks committee 
will continue its negotiations 
when the capacity of the well 
is known.
A (ilANT BARGE approximately ’300 in length drifted a.shore 
last week at the foot of Newman road. Belonging to Ocean 
Cement the liarge had broken free of its mooring and was on (he 
vtn'ge of crushing a 21’ Reinell powerboat owned by Waiter 
Tangye when two youths acted iiromptly to save the crafl.
I'"ifteen year old Mike Lewis, and 14 year old .lolin Iz/.att 
reached the powerboat in the nick of time, “We had to cut ils 
mooring line,” said Lewis, “'I'he barge would have crushed it 
right onto the rocks if we hadn’t.”^
A ,Seaspan lug hdvr freed tluj barge.
IDEA QUASHED
A move to speed up Central 
Saanich council meetings was 
quashed Monday night in the 
interests of democracy.
Aid. Don MacLaurin 
suggested committee 
chairmen, in reviewing the 
minutes of committee 
meetings, be instructed to 
road out only recom­
mendations to council, rather 
than reading the background 
for each decision.
Aid. Dave Hill objected. For 
the sake of the residents who 
attend council meetings as 
observers, the full minutes 
should be read out, he said.
COUNCIL AIM’ROVEH 
UOUORUCENCE 
(jlon Meadows Golf Club 
Monday received the blessing 
of North Saanich'Council in ils 
application to the Lifpior 
Control Board for a liquor 
licence. In effect council 
sanctioned issuance of such 
licences to all private 
recreational centres.
if you can help out.
The first session of the 
programme runs from July 7 - 
24, 4 mornings a Week, 9:30 - 
11:30 a.m. It is not too late to 
register. Registrations are 
also being received for session 
11, beginning July 28.
In addition to Playtown, 
there are two Tot, Lots 
operating. One at Sidney 
Elementary and the other at 
the Vancouver Island Junior 
Academy. The same days and 
the same times as Playtown.
Parents and friends are 
invited to “COME AND SEE” 
Playtown on Thursday 
evening this week. Bring the 
kids, and enjoy the games. 
The time 7 p.m. at Sanscha. 
See you there!
Children’s Tennis, with a 
registration of 25, regretfully 
had to turn away those who 
did not pre-register, as that 
was the number that could be 
adequately handled.
Friday night was the busiest 
night in the history of the 
Sidney Volunteer Fire 
Department Chief Hugh 
Loney told The Review 
Monday.
“It started out Friday 
evening and kept up right 
through Saturday night,” he 
said. “We never seemed to 
stop going the whole time.”
During the period between 
5:15 p.m. Friday and 
daybreak Saturday eleven 
persons were taken to 
hospital, some of them 
critically injured. This cycle 
of mayhem started off when a 
motorcycle driven by Bruce 
Lemky, 820 Sayward Place, 
struck a Volkswagen crossing 
the highway at Wains Road.
The 75 year-old driver of the 
auto, Donald Stewart of 11344 
Chalet Road, was taken to 
Resthaven hospital suffering 
broken ribs and other 
abrasions. His head had 
smashed the windscreen of the 
auto.
The motorcyclist, on 
ramming the side of the 
Volkswagen, departed from 
his machine and flew through 
the air to land in a nearby 
ditch. Although the side of the 
car was severly pushed in 
and the front end of the 
motorcycle was twisted into a 
contorted mass of metal Mr. 
Lemky suffered only a broken 
wrist. He too was transported 
by Sidney Volunteer Firemen 
to Resthaven.
Two hours and twenty-five 
minutes later an auto driven 
by Dusca Dodic of Maple 
Ridge, B.C. collided with a 
vehicle driven by Anthony 
Roy Jullian of 11065 Kittiwake 
Place, Sidney. Both cars were 
completely wrecked.
The accident took place at 
the intersection of Beacon 
Avenue and the highway.
by JOHN MANNING
Seven persons were injured 
including John H. Scott, 8265 
Lochside.
“Both cars were a total 
write-off,” said an RCMP 
spokesman. “The damage 
was over $6,000.”
Barely six hours later the 
Sidney Firehall siren sounded 
again. This time a motorcycle 
driven by Eric Coopsie, 9350 
Webster Place failed to make 
a corner at the intersection of 
Birch and VVest Saanich 
Roads. Both the driver and his 
passenger, Michael K. Bath, 
1750 McTavish Road, were 
flung off the bike into an ad­
jacent field. Mr. Coopsie 
suffered a concussion whilst 
Bath received superficial 
injuries.
Two hours later Sidney 
residents were awoken by yet 
another siren alarm, this one 
calling for two ambulances to 
attend the scene of an accident 
on Lochside Drive. Dawn was 
just breaking over that 
seashore roadway.
Numerous residents in night 
attire stood on their lawns as 
police and ambulance per­
sonnel worked to extracate a 
human being from an upside 
down car. One door was off 
and lying in the grass a few 
feet from the machine. The 
roof was pushed down to such 
an extent that window space 
was approximately eight 
inches. A young man, barely 
alive, was picked out of a ditch 
and taken to Resthaven 
Hospital.
Driver of the machine, 19 
year-old Stewart Thomson, 
7226 East Saanich Road, had 
been sought by peace officers 
earlier in the evening for 
allegedly speeding through 
Central Saanich and making a 
number of high speeds runs 
through Sidney.
Continued on Page 2
THIS picturesque OLD TIME 
SCHOONER (le.sigluid by naval architect 
William Garden was seen sailing Inst week off 
Sidney, Recently launched at an island near 
Canoe Cove, TOAD STOOL, as she is called.
was built by Jerry Andersen and is 
dock, has 9’fl" beam and draws 5'.
Below decks she has a wood stove set up 
forward; her auxiliary power is provided hy a 
gasoline engine. I
'.'1' 1
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9842 3rd STREET SIDNEY B.C. ' BAR SIZE REFRIGERATOR
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Super saving at
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livd YOUNG MEN driving a car which was the object of a 
police hunt hit a ditch on Lochside Drive at daybreak Saturday
The vehicle turned over a number of times, seriously 
injuring both men. (Review photo)
A MOTORCYCLE hit the side of this Volkswagen Friday 
evening at the corner of Wains road and the Pat Bay highway.
mmmm busy over weekend
Continued from Page I
His passenger and friend 
Kenneth A. Davidson, 1266 
Aiken Street, Winnipeg, was 
ejected from the car when it 
struck a ditch on Lochside. His 
injuries were termed critical 
by hospital authorities; 
Thompson also received 
serious injuries.
Early Sunday morning 
police set up a road block at 
the corner of Weiler and the 
highway. At 1:40 a.m. they 
stopped a white van driven by 
Alfred Modeste of Koksilah, 
B.C. This gentleman declined 
to co-operate with the peace 
officers questioning him and a 
brisk scuffle took place in a 
ditch adjoining the van.
A .lady passenger 
screamed: “They’re killing an 
Indian!” During this fracas 
the back of the van was found 
to contain another gentleman 
who happened to be bleeding 
to death.
“If we hadn’t taken him to 
the hospital in time I am sure 
he would have died,” said Fire 
Chief Hugh Loney.
Due to the face that- Mr. 
Modeste declined to enter the 
police car he was eventually 
handcuffed and lodged in the 
roar seat.
“He became' violent,” 
RCMP Sergeant Alan Tomlins 
told The Revigw, “He tried to 
kick out the screen separating 
the back seat from the front 
and when ho couldn’t do that
DEMOLITION REPORT 
In future all demolition by fire 
in North Saanich will have to 
be reported to the council Fire 
Committee prior to the event
he kicked out both side win­
dows of the police car.”
Modeste has been charged 
with impaired driving, 
refusing to take a breathylizer 
test, common assault and 
mischief.
FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT GIVEN
Continued from Page 1 
wetted down and allowed to 
burn out. Men and equipment 
were at the site until 11 a.m. 
Later that evening we 
returned and wetted down the 
remains. At no time was 
there any danger to the 
surrounding property. A 
check following the fire 
showed this on the trees 
bordering the house.
5. This controversy over 
danger is strictly the result of 
a lot of publicity and opinions 
by one, and only one, resident. 
CHILDREN ENDANGERED
I would like to bring to your 
attention the occurrence of a 
near serious incide.nt or 
disaster at Parkland School on 
June 3rd. A few firemen and a 
few hundred school children 
could have been endangered 
but there was no publicity and 
the firemen did their job and 
left quietly. There was far 
more danger in this incident to 
life and property than in 5 
fires like the one on Ardmore.
All the firemen and I feel the 




The Saanich Peninsula now 
has a full time professional 
director of recreation. Randy 
.\ubie, formerly of Mt. 
Waddington, B.C. commenced 
work last week at the North 
Saanich municipal hall where 
he retains an office.
In an interview with 'The 
Review, Aubie said he has 
been meeting with various 
people throughout the 
penitisula who are involved 
with recreation activities.
“My door is always open,” 
he said in reference to his 
office, “I am really interested 
in hearing opinions and ideas 
concerning recreation for the 
peninsula as a whole.”
Aubie also said he hoped to 
hold a number of public 
meetings where people could 
voice their ideas, pro and con, 
regarding recreation ac­
tivities.
“I like to think of the 
peninsula being one entity, 
and that recreation is not so 
much a tri-municipal affair as 
a group of people coming 
together ... we’ve got to start 
thinking like that.”
“With those I’ve already 
spoken to I’ve had extremely 
good co-operation and an 
excellent reception,” said 
Aubie.
Aubie said his main object 
in organizing recreation ac­
tivities is not to impose 
programs on people and hope 
that they will involve them­
selves in them but to ask them 
what they want.
exercise on Ardmore was the 
best since the formation of the 
North Saanich Volunteer Fire 
Department.
I feel that if the Mayor and 
Aldermen would meet with the 
firemen to observe and 
discuss the working of the 
department, much more 
would be gained than all the 
publicity in the newspaper.
According to the Council 
report, you have refused 
permission for further 
demoliton by burning. I would 
appreciate any information 
you have how the firemen will 
gain experience on live fires 
as this is a vital part of morale 
and training.
I take your action to be 
severe criticism by members 
of council of the North Saanich 
Volunteer Fire Departmen 
and myself. This is very bad 
for the Department’s morale 
Without morale you have no 
volunteers and without 
volunteers no fire protection.
The reason for my earlier 
letter to Council was the 
report in the newspaper. I felt 
that I should have been in­
formed of your request before 










Robert Reynolds, President 
of the B.C, Federation of 
Agriculture said today, that 
his organization is urging the 
Federal Government to 
amend its new policy on the 
Gas Tax as it affects farmers. 
The budget brought down on 
June 23rd provides for a 10 
cents per gallon increase in 
Federal Taxes, along with a 
rebating system for com­
mercial users. Farmers are 
classified as commercial 
users and would obtain 
refunds by verifying their 
purchases and claiming the 10 
cents per gallon from the 
Federal Government.
Mr. Reynolds said that the 
system was completely un­
satisfactory to B.C. farmers 
and that the tax, if not ap­
plicable, should not be 
collected in the first place. He 
said the cost of administering 
the rebating system, far 
outweigh any advantages it 
may have. Mr. Reynolds in 
cheated that a similar system 
had been tried in British 
Columbia a few years ago, 
was proven unsatisfactory to 
B.C.’s farmers and sub 
sequently replaced by a policy 
of not requiring the tax 
payment in the first instance
Many of the persons who 
qualified for the refund, in fact 
never received it, either 
through failing to apply 
properly or by the fact that 
adequate sales slips were not 
presented. Mr. Reynolds said 
that the payment first and 
rebate later causes some 
farmers to pay much higher 
taxes than is the actual intent 
of the Government.
The BCFA President 
revealed that his organization 
was pushing for the change 
both directly with the Federal 
Government and also through 
the Canadian Federation of 
Agriculture.
ONLOOKERS WATCHED as giant barge 
drifted ashore in calm water near the foot of 
Newman road last week. The huge barge was
undamaged. However Central Saanich police 
attended the scene, notifying Seaspan towing 
company who later removed the barge.
FIRMS
Ten students have been 
hired for nine businesses in 
Sidney under a provincial 
government scheme to assist 
small businesses to hire 
students for the summer.
Under the scheme, the 
provincial government will 
pay half of each student’s 
salary up to S300 a month 
when they are hired for the 
summer by businesses with 
fewer than 20 full time em­
ployees.
“Many secondary school 
students have great difficulty 
finding their first summer job, 
and this program offers them 
an excellent opportunity to 
gain experience within the 
business community,” said 
Minister of Labour W.S. King. 
• Applications for the 
program' had to be submitted 
by April 25, and successful 
applicants were selected by
the Department of Labour on 
the recommendation of a 
committee of businessmen in 
each community.
The small businesses could 
apply for funds to cover the 
period from May 1 to Aug. 31. 
Those with four-month 
projects planned have already 
started them with the help of 
university students; the
others will begin July 1 when 
the secondary school students 
become available.
■ The type of businesses 
participating in the program 
range from gas stations to 
boat builders hardware stores 
and greenhouses. The jobs 
available are being posted at 
the Canada Manpower Cen­







Mills Road, Sidney, B.C.
Saturday, July 12 








EVER CHANGING, ALWAYS LOVELY . . . SPRING, SUMMER, AUTUMN . . . OPEN EVERY DAY 9 A.M.
Known tnrougnout the world for their incrediDle tjeauty. Developed from an abandoned cement quarry, they're actually 6 
gardens in one . . . English Rose, fabulous Sunken, stately Italian, quaint Japanese. Lake Garden featuring the Ross 
fountains in their spectacutar "Ballet to the Stars ", and the great Stage Show Garden. See them again, after dark. 
Considered by many to be even more beautiful under the romantic night lighting . . . sparkling stage entertainment 
(July. August). Restaurant open 11 a.m, to 7:30 p.m. Continuous coffee bar service. Free parking lor trailers, campers, 
etc,, while visiting Gardens For free brochures write; The Butchart Gardens, Box 4010. Postal Station ''A", Victoria. 
British Columbia
DOGS GIVEN 30 
D.AYS TO MOVE 
A Sidney family have been 
given 30 days to comply with a 
municipal by-law which 
prohibits the keeping of more 
than three dogs in residence.
In a letter to council read 
Monday evening, Charles and 
Patricia Smith of Downey 
Road requested they be given 
time to find homes for four of 
their seven dogs.
'i'he Smiths began with ten 
mixed-breed dogs; three 
adults and four pups. Their 
letter stated they had found 
homes for three “through 
intensive advertising” which 
they plan to continue.
“We/eel these dogs have a 
right to live their lives out, 
that it is our duty as humane 
beings to see that tliis right is 
preserved,” the letter ex­
plained.
SPECIAL OFFER
Of 1975 Zenith Color T.V. Sets
The Following Models Are To Be Sold At A Reduction

















n{l('E.S EEFEt TIVE Tlint.S,, EKl. vV. ,SAT,
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E, Saanich Rd. 652-2411
Nthv .Slorc llmir.s li-f) Monday Thru Sal
WANTED
"Parents for a Week”
Sidney Babe Ruth Baseball League 
is appealing to the People of Sidney 
to "Billet a Boy for a week" during
the
B.C. Babe Ruth All Star Tournament 
being held July 18th to 25th 
on Sanscha grounds.
90 boys must be billeted; 
we need your help!
Please phone 656-2967 or 656-4961
COlJU'rjLSY
FLINT MOTORS LTD.
BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
1 ONLY F4543 ^879'= *799.95
1 ONLY F4025 ^99’' *599.95
1 ONLY F4082 *679.95
1 ONLY F4549 ‘915’^
\
*815.95
1 ONLY F4545W ‘895^^ *795.95
1 ONLY F4088 D.F. 789'^ *689.95
1 ONLY F4760 7125’^ *1025.95
1 ONLY S.F. 2569P 7295^' *1195.95
(RE,MOTE UONTUOI,)
Those Are Regular 1975 Sets Where One Only Is Left In Stock.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR DEMONSTRATION WITHOUT OBLIGATION
PHONE 383-1511 ■ 383-2961
EU BROTHERS
TV Sales & Service
3396 DOUGLAS STREET (North of the Rod Lion) / For Sorvico: Telophono: 383-1511 or 383-2961
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The Persuaders 
Women In Public Office .
SIDNEY LITTLE LEAGE ALL STAR 
TEAM posed for a photo last week before 
playing against Lakehill All Stars, a game 
which Lakehill won.
Monday evening the Sidney team played an 
exciting game against the Beacon Hill All 
Stars. This narrowly contested game saw the 
visiting team win seven to four runs.
mrnmmm
From left to right the Sidney team is as 
follows: back row: Robin Norbury, George 
Du Temple, Larry Whelan, Allan Benn, 
Manager, Oz. Eyford, Tim Chad, Norman 
Smith, Mike Cormier, Alister Evans, Terry 
Martin; Front row: Pat Chambers, Steven 
Perry, Dean Eyford, Steven Frazier, Greg 
Fraser.
^ , t iIsA'MS'Ms htmsi
By JACK SCOTT
The sudden spurt of women 
in politics, including the 
election of Mrs. Margaret 
Thatcher as head of the 
British Conservative Party 
and the emergence in Canada 
of likely party heads of the so- 
called weaker sex, is just a 
little frightening when you 
realize what Jenny-come- 
latelies they are to the public 
arena.
It would seem that they’re 
going to move into authority in 
somewhat the same style that 
they earned the vote: quietly, 
by relentless, stealthy 
pressure and, if need be, over 
the dead bodies of those males 
who hold, even secretly, to the 
outmoded belief that a 
woman’s business is to keep 
house and keep quiet.
Looking back over the story 
of the woman’s suffrage 
movement in Canada the 
remarkable thing is that it 
was all accomplished so 
smoothly and without 
bloodshed.
In other parts of the world, 
notably in Britain, the 
struggle for equality at the 
polls developed into an 
outright battle of the sexes. 
The ladies marched fiercely 
under banners. They 
frequently dropped bags of 
flour upon the heads of the 
misguided gents who opposed 
them and, on occasion, even 
heavier objects. One fervent 
damosel hurled herself under
FIRE CHIEF Ron Evans was 
among dozens of spectators at last week’s
Sidney All Star baseball game against the 
Lakehill All Stars. (Review photo).
SiLVER THREADS
The OAPO Branch No. 25 
will hold a joint picnic with the 
Silver Threads Service at the 
Senior Citizens’ Activity
Centre on Thursday July 10th 
at noon and on. Mrs. Edith 
Smith, Mrs. Mary 
. Charlesworth, Mrs. Bea
JULY 15 - 19












OnbioB -- children — ndults •— groiips — 1 Spocinl ol onch 
porson slnply only OO?;, plus 500 hniuillno, Groups $1,00 por 
porson, plus ono 500 hnndllno.
iV Soloct from finished color portrni1s™ln living color.
ilf lExIrns, yon 0 x 10, 5 x 7, wnllots, Dulwllh No Ono to prossuro 
you to buy,
Limit—ono Spocinl por child.
T»f Fnst dollvory—courlooun sorvico. 
h Doll'om up nrlno'om In Wntch'om Omilo Thank You!
^ Senior CitlzonB Invited
Sludia llouril 10 A.M. to 1 P.M., 3 P.M. to 6 P.M.
Prirfoy to ViSO P.M.~Snlur«lfiy to .1i50 p,M,
ROBINSON STORES
IN THE BEACON PLAZA
Harris are in charge of the 
indoor activities, and Bill 
Booth, Dorothy Pearson and 
E.J, Harris are planning 
outdoor contests and sports. 
The picnic lunch will be 
served at 12 noon, with tea, 
coffee and ice cream supplied 
by Silver Threads service. 
Prizes for contests and games 
will be donated by the Old Age 
Pensioners’ Organization No. 
25. It is to be hoped the day 
will be a fine one. All mem­
bers welcome.
the hooves of the horses at a 
race meeting as a dramatic 
means of drawing attention to 
the cause.
Nothing like this happened 
in Canada. The women were 
dignified, well-behaved and 
accomplished their aim by 
gentle persuasion or a process 
of leaning on the men in their 
way until they capsized with a 
whimper.
Even as a man who gets a 
little nervous at the prospect 
of being eventually governed 
entirely by women, 1 must 
admit that most of t’.ie male 
arguments of those days were 
embarrassingly weak.
One of the craziest of them 
all was the claim that women 
were organically too weak for 
“the broils and excitements of 
elections.” This, mind you, in 
a day when the average 
woman was looking after 
swarms of kids in great barns 
of houses and the wet mop was 
considered the latest in labor- 
saving appliances.
In their zeal to keep the girls 
in the kitchen the lads would 
often quote Scripture to prove 
that “the man was not made 
for the woman, but the woman 
for the man” and, again, “Thy 
desire shall be to they husband 
and he shall rule over thee.”
There was, too, a genuine 
fear — shared by many 
women — that en­
franchisement would unsex 
and degrade women, destroy 
harmony and lead to a decline 
- in the birth-rate.
One of the most widely 
quoted of the essays to this 
effect was written by the great 
American historian, Francis 
Parkman, who predicted that 
they’d go to pieces, mentally 
and physically, “if the most 
impulsive and excitable half 
of humanity had an equal 
voice in making laws.”
The aspect of the current 
change that would have been 
most pleasant to those early 
suffragettes is the evidence 
that the female vote may now 
make the difference. It was 
always the argument of the 
male chauvinist that, even if 
they had it, women would be 
too preoccupied with their 
duties as wives and mothers to 
use it.
Mrs. Nellie McClung, who 
was one of the leaders of the 
Canadian suffrage movement 
and certainly the wittiest of 
them, used to regale her 
audiences with the story of a 
man who appeared at the polls 
for the first time in 15 years.
When asked what got him 
out he replied, “I came out 
today to vote against giving 
these feel women a vote.
OBITUARIES
HASTINGS
James Hastings in Sidney, 
B.C. on July 2nd, 1975. Born in 
Scotland, age 67 years. Sur­
vived by a brother John of 
Sidney, two brothehs, Alex and 
Walter, and two sisters Janet 
Agnes, and Isabella all of 
Scotland.
Funeral was held on Satur­
day, July 5th at 11:00 a.m. in
SIDNEY ALL STAR team 
member Larry Whelan kept a 
weather eye on the opposition 
pitcher.
SPEED SKATER 
Champion speed skaters 
are capable of sprinting 500 
yards at 30 miles an hour. 
They cover six-mile courses 
in just under 15 minutes.
the Chapel of First Memorial, 
4725 Falaise Dr. Padre D. 
Kendell officiating 
(cremation). Flowers are 
declined with thanks, 
donations may be made to the 
Cystic Fibrosis Society. 
Arrangements by the 




Wed. 9 0350 10.6 1135 .7 1955 10,9 0015 8.9
Thurs, 10 0445 10.3 1215 .7 2015 11,0
l''ri. n 0120 0,3 0545 9.8 1305 1.2 2045 11.1
Sat, 12 0215 7.5 0055 9.2 1345 2.1 2110 11.3
Sun. 13 0315 6.5 0810 8,5 1420 3,2 2140 11,3
Mon. 14 0415 5.4 0930 8.0 1505 4.0 2215 11.3
'I'ties. 15 0515 4,4 1125 7.9 1600 6.1 2255 11,2
Wed, 16 (1610 3,5 1.325 8,3 1710 7.4 2325 11,0
DERRINBERG
Robert Caines Derrinberg of 
Saanichton, B.C.,Suddenly in 
Resthaven Hospital on June 
30th, 1975 in his 64th year. 
Survived by cousins in Vic­
toria, and Ottawa. Mr. 
Derrinberg was past master 
of Mt. Newton A.M. and F.M. 
Lodge.
Memorial Service was held 
on Friday, July 4th at 2:00 
p.m. in St. Stephen’s Anglican 
Church (Saanichton). 
Reverend Ivan Futter of­
ficiating. (Cremation). 
Flowers are declined with 
thanks, donations may be 
made to the B.C. Diabetic 
Association of B.C. 
Arrangments by FIRST 
MEMORIAL SERVICES 
LTD.
Goes Further Lasts Longer
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What’s the good of giving 
them a vote? They wouldn’t 
use it.”
Mrs. McClung, too, had a 
handy answer for those who 
predicted domestic discord. 
“If a husband and wife are 
going to quarrel”, she 
declared, “they will find a 
cause for dispute easily 
enough and will not be com­
pelled to wait for election 
day.”
Mostly, however, the men 
clung grimly to the idea that it 
was unfeminine, a sentiment 
plaintively voiced by the 
Victoria Times at the turn of 
the century when it 
editorialized, “The true 
woman who would make the 
most of her every God-given 
attribute asks not for the 
ballot, but for love and home, 
where the carols of babyhood 
are sung to the sweetest of 
babies, where home is heaven, 
and where the weary husband 
will find rest and aching 
hearts sympathy.”
In retrospect, it seems a 
pretty weak-kneed argument 



















ON NEW HAYING EQUIPMENT
Mad Samby Side 
Delivery Hay Rake.
Automatic Bale Stookers. 
10 Bale Manual Stooker.
7 Foot 3 Point 
Hitch Mower
1 Only P.Z. Hay Bob.
BUTLER S BROTHERS
Farm & Industrial Equifoment / Pumps & Irriqation
2070 KEATING X ROAD / For Service'- Telephone: 652-1121 .D275.5
HODDINOTT
Gwendoline Hoddinatl, on 
June 29, 1975, at Rest Haven 
Hospital. Born Cambridge, 
England, late residence 625 
Birch Road, Sidney, B.C. She 
is survived by her husband 
Lionel, at the residence, one 
daughter, Mrs. G. (Judith) 
Bradshaw of Neepawa, 
Manitoba and three grand­
sons. Memorial Service will be 
held in Holy Trinity Church on 
Thursday, July 3, at 3:00 p.m. 
Rev. R. Saasom officiating.








No Turn Speed Broil Clocks 
& Timers. Plug Out Elements. 
Two, Full Size In Harvest Gold.
^369''Sale
Westinghouse
13.8 CU. FT. FRIDGE
7 Day Meat Keeper With Con­
trolled Crisper, Butter Condi - 





Tumble Wash. Water Temp. 
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A Question Of Responsibility
North Saanich council Monday evening sailed 
rather close to the wind when it reviewed Fire 
Chief Ron Evans report of a training fire held in 
May. Three aldermen wished the Fire Chief in 
future to report any proposed demolitions directly 
to the entire council before the building is tor­
ched. Wisely, the Mayor along with Aid. Peter 
Tredgett, Aid. Wilf Price and Aid. Eric Sherwood' 
voted against the idea.
We cannot help but agree that the Fire Chief 
together with his colleagues should be granted the 
prime responsibility for selecting training sites on 
which to practise their fire fighting skills.
In its wisdom council decided that its fire com­
mittee should be informed of any proposed building 
demolition by the Volunteer Fire Department. This 
is reasonable enough so long as those members on 
that committee do not try to direct the Fire Chief or 
his members on how or when to perform the 
operation.
Surely the firemen have enough skill and ex­
pertise to decide such matters for themselves. 
After all, they are the men called out in the night to 




The Sidney Lion’s are to be congratulated for the 
effort and enthusiasm they contributed to last 
week’s Sidney Days program. Several hundred 
breakfast' goers enjoyed a splendid serving of 
pancakes and sausages, all of which were cooked 
and served out by members of the local Lion’s club.
This same club also sponsored a walkathon for 
area youngsters prior to Sidney Days. Their efforts 
are appreciated and deserve a hearty ‘well done’ 
for the job accomplished.
Recreation Guidance
Now that Mr. Randy Aubie has arrived in this 
area to take up the duties of Recreation Director it 
is hoped that much if not all of the past bickering 
and emotional-in fighting of the recreation scene 
will vanish. Aubie comes well qualified. He spent 
two successful years in the Mt. Waddington area 
co-ordinating services over a broad geographic 
area, an experience which no doubt prepared him 
well for the enclosed scope of the peninsula.
We wish him luck. For his professional expertise 
may well prove the catalyst required to see the 
eventual construction of a recreation centre in this 
area.
Play lip, Play Up And Play The Game...
Those spectators who happened to attend the 
Sidney All Star baseball games, which comrnenced 
last week, were well rewarded. In a small town 
such as Sidney such an event is a major happening 
and can mean as much to the parents watching as 
to the young men going up to bat.
That Sidney was eliminated Monday evening 
from higher ranks in this all star competition 
makes no matter. They had the spirit, poise and 
skill to do full justice to their mentors.
Such people as Fran Blaine, Tim Chad, Betty Du 
Temple, Oz Eyford, Frank Scott and Harry 
Chambers all gave freely of their time to assist 
these youngsters. The players responded to their 
guidance, exhibiting true sportsmanship in the face 
of defeat something many an adult team would do 
well to emulate.
Editorial Of The Week
Following is excerpted from an editorial in the 
Kitimat Northern Sentinel:
In Victoria the word is that the “give-’em-hell” 
attitude of Minos Minister Leo Nimsick, supported 
by his cabinet colleagues, is at last seen by Premier 
Barrett as having laid low a once-thriving industry. 
The boom in mining in the Yukon while the industry 
in B.C. wastes away loaves no basis for defence. 
What the government top policy-makers are said to 
be seeking is a way to make a 180-degrce change of 
direction without seeming to have made a gigantic 
l)oo-boo in pursuit of a socialist policy under which 
the least competent mining minister the province 
has ever iiad could kick around an industry where 
once he worked as a lowly employee. In practical 
effect he has been the minister against mining.
.Some of the advisors to Victoria are saying the 
loss of face is less damaging than the loss of mining 
industry confidence, and perhaps Mr. Nimsick’s 
talents could be used elsewhere.
As for the loss of experienced mining men, 
trained at great public expense in the University of 
Briti.sh Columbia’s excellent mining school over 
more than 40 years, no one could put a dollar 
estimate on that cost. It is disastrously huge. As 
much as 10 to 15 years might prove inadequate to 
repair.the damage done.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
To broach the subject of 
dining out in Sidney.... A short 
time ago, I decided to treat 
myself to dinner. Accordingly,
I chose the dining-room of a 
well-known establishment 
here in Sidney and joyfully 
anticipated my treat. I 
decided upon prime ribs and 
Yorkshire Pudding, recalling 
that, as a guest in another 
Sidney dining room, I had 
enjoyed the same dish. My 
mind and taste-buds dwelt 
longingly on a slice of beef, 
pink and tender, the beautiful, 
rich pan gravy and the golden- 
brown, crisp, cloud-light 
puddings.
Having nourished myself on 
my rosy dreams (and a glass 
of warm tomato juice) for 
almost an hour, my meal was 
served. Before me was a large 
dish containing-nay, over­
whelmed by-what I can only 
describe as a Hunk of meat, 
squatting grimly in a pool of 
blood.
Almost two inches thick was 
this bovine tid-bit, quite raw, 
with the tissues unaltered by 
heat and the fat opaque. 
Flanking it were two stalks of 
broccoli, also raw, a scoop of 
mashed potato and a round, 
brown, solid object which I 
deducted (by elimination) 
must be the Yorkshire Pud­
ding. These gustatory goodies 
were drenched copiously with 
ordinary brown gravy which 
had, I fear, recently resided in 
a tin.
Slightly taken aback, I 
thought well, meat is meat, 
get on with it and made with 
the knife and fork. They 
rebounded gently but firmly to 
my attack, but after much 
elbow-waggling, I achieved 
the initial bite. I chewed — 
and chewed — and —
In desperation, I removed 
the undented meat and asked 
the waitress for a new deal. It 
was brought to me some 20 
minutes later, identical with 
the first, the only alteration 
being in the meat, which was a 
trifle thinner. With the ad­
dition of a steak-knife to my 
weapons, I managed to eat 
about a third of my meal. For 
this Lucullan feast, the tomato 
juice and two cups of coffee, I 
parted with all but a small 
fraction of a ten-dollar bill, 
drove thoughtfully home, 
sadder but much wiser, under­
nourished and with an im­
pending attack of acute in­
digestion.
i realize (none bettor) that 
any cook can suffer a culinary 
disaster, but why, for their 
own sakes as much as their 
unfortunate guests, make a 
career of it and foist it on said 
g\iesls at exhorbitant prices?
Yours truly,
(Mrs) Barbara Simpson 
0025 Gth St.
Sidney
cases? If you are lucky enough 
to get them off the ground 
without the whole case tearing 
off, leaving you with a handful 
of hole and a few broken 
bottles, the next step is to get 
them to your car without being 
crippled for life.
No matter which way you 
hold them the bottom edges 




Editor, The Review, Sin 
Don’t you think our 
government is mossing 
around a bit much with the 
poor mans case of a dozen 
bubbly? I’m not talking about 
the recent increases in price, 
which in itself is bad enough, 
but instead to the fact that 
some Idiot, (probably a 
retired Colonel) has come up 
with a brainwave, or should 1 
have said braiastorm of doing 
away with the handy handle 
on top of the case and sub 
stituting instead a hold on the 
top side.
Have you ever tried 
staggering out of the local 
grog shop with a couple of
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Due to poor health and poor 
eyesight this year, I have been 
unable to pursue my objective 
of establishing a Magna Carta 
Day on June 15 in the schools 
of British Columbia.
As many eminent writers on 
the subject point out, Magna 
Carta marks the 
beginning of constitutional 
law, and it is my feeling that a 
greater awareness of the long 
struggle to obtain our present 
rights and freedom will 
reduce juvenile crime.
June 15, 1215, the date of 
King John’s Great Charter at 
Runnymede, England, is a 
date to remember. It marks 
the beginning of our rights and 
freedoms and the rule of law.
Let us establish June 15 as 
MAGNA CARTA DAY — NOT 
AS A SCHOOL HOLIDAY — 
but as a day when one hour, 
more or less, be given to talks, 
essays and plays on Magna 
Carta.
Referring to the Magna 
Carta, the late Earl Warren, 
Chief Justice of the United 
States, wrote as follows :- 
“....Our Founding Fathers 
in America regarded its 
principles as their bir­
thright...Its vibrant words, 
such as -We will sell to no 
man, we will not deny or delay 
to any man either justice or 
right’, span the ages. It is the 
very essence of the Rule of 
Law... ‘Without law there is no 
liberty’.’’
In an address at 
Jamestown, Virginia, June 15, 
19G5, Lord Parker, Chief 
Justice of England, spoke of 
the Magna Carta as follows:- 
“Ten of its provisions still 
remain on the Statute books of 
England, and it has come to be 
regarded by the English- 
speaking peoples...as their 
earliest and greatest defence 
against arbitrary and unjust 
government.’’
A scholarly essay, “Magna 
Carla Text and Commentary 
by A.E. Dick Howard, can be 
purchased from the 
University Press, Charlot­
tesville, Virginia. Another 
American authority is Faith 
Thompson. Her Ixjok “Magna 
Carta” is now published by 
Octagon Books, 10 Union 
.Square, New York, N.Y. 10003, 
Many books and essays on 
Magna Carta have been 
written. Among the most 
notable are by Sir Edward 
Coke and Sir William 
Blackstone, Coke’s ''In­
stitutes" published in lG-12, are 
standard works on Magna 
Carta.
From John’s Magna Carta 
CIO) NO FREEMAN SHALL 
RE TAKEN OR IM- 
P R I S O N E I) . 0 R
I) !■; S S E I S E I) , O U
O U T L A W E I) . O R
BANISHED, OR ANY WAYS 
DESTROYED, NOR WILL 
WE PASS UPON HIM, NOR 
WILL WE SEND UPON HIM, 
UNLESS BY THE LAWFUL 
JUDGMENT OF HIS PEERS 
OR BY THE LAW 01' THE
/LAND: (40) WE WILL SELL 
TO NO MAN, WE WILL NOT 
DENY TO ANY MAN, 
EITHER JUSTICE OR 
RIGHT.
John’s Charter was re­
issued in Henry Ill’s reign in 
the year 1225. The rights and 
freedoms of Clauses ‘39’ and 
‘40’ of John’s Charter were 
incorporated into Clause ‘29’ 
of Henry Ill’s Charter. 
Henry’s Charter was con­
firmed by Edward I in 1297 
and by his successors and 
heads England’s statutes to 
this day.
From Henry Ill’s Magna 
Carta
(29) NO FREEMAN SHALL _ 
be taken, or IM­
PRISONED, OR BE 
DISSEISED OF HIS 
LIBERTIES, OR FREE 
CUSTOMS, OR BE 
OUTLAWED OR EXILED, 
OR ANY OTHERWISE 
DESTROYED: NOR WILL 
WE PASS UPON HIM NOR 
CONDEMN HIM, BUT BY 
LAWFUL JUDGMENT OF 
HIS PEERS, OR BY THE 
LAW OF THE LAND. WE 
WILL SELL NO MAN, WE 
WILL NOT DENY OR 
DEFER TO ANY MAN, 
EITHER JUSTICE OR 
RIGHT.
John died inl216 and the 
clauses dealing with the 
abuses of his reign were 
omitted when the Charter of 
1225 was drawn up.
Yours truly 
Wendel B. Shaw 
336 Simcoe St.
Victoria, B.C
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Having read recent articles 
in your newspaper regarding 
the proposed eviction of live- 
aboards by the Sidney 
Council, I find myself com­
pelled to write in defense of 
this minority, and their chosen 
way of life.
Whilst my wife and I do not, 
as yet, live aboard, it is our 
ultimate hope that with 
retirement we can adopt this 
mode of living, without tlie 
problems of high rents and 
Hxed incomes to battle in our 
declining years.
It would seem the major 
“Problem” being voiced by 
Mayor Dear and his sup­
porters on council is not the\ 
net of living aboard, but the 
dumping of effluent into tlic 
waters from the doily 
ablutions of those living 
aboard.
This argument has some 
validity, but does not, in my 
opinion, justify the stand 
taken by Sidney’s governing 
body, After all, ! feel that if a 
general “Sounding” was 
taken among those living 
abojird, tlie vast majority 
would bo more than willing to 
install holding tanks, and 
dispose of their waste ap­
propriately on shore, oral sea, 
ns the situation warranted. 
Those who refusal to abide by 
such regulalioas should be 
subject to the same lasvs as 
sand-lubbers, Clean up - or get 
nut!
Surely Mayor Dear and 
associates are not so naive ns 
to think that they themselves, 
or any of u.s, for lhal mailer, 
arc not polluting those self 
same waters everylimo we 
use our facilities. Ironic, but 
true. The fad that it travels 
300 / 400 / 500 yards down a 
pipe to the water makes It no 
less “pollution” than Hint of 
the livc-aboards. Again, witli
Anglican Church of Canada
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH
the tidal system, the live- 
aboards have a better flushing 
system than the majority of 
shore based homes.
Taxes! Surely, these are 
paid by the various marinas, 
from the wharfing fees paid to 
them by those mooring their 
boats at the marinas. Do you 
want that revenue twice.
Gentlemen, what is required 
first of all is recognition of 
live-aboards as a way of life, 
the same freedom to live, 
respectably, in a home of their 
choice, be it a house, trailer, 
mobile home, or boat.
Many of these people are 
professional or business types, 
with investments of $50,0{X) to 
$100,000 and more in their 
boats, and a pride of owner­
ship surpassing that of many 
house owners.
Once that fact is accepted, 
then some intellegent con­
versation between live- 
aboards and council to find an 
amicable solution to the 
problems of sewage disposal, 
etc., in compliance with city 
regulations, can surely be 
found.
All problems have an an­
swer, if one searches long 
enough. The manner in which 
a problem is solved is 
determined by the degree of 
intelligence put into the 
problem in the first place. 
Casting it off, and letting it fall 
where it may, is not the an­
swer.
Alderman Hollingsworth, 
Malcolm & Gardner are bn 
record as not opposing live- 
aboards, providing adequate 
provision is made for disposal 
of sewage into the town 
- system. (Review June 25/ 75). 
As 1 said at the beginning, it 
is not yet my problem, but it 
will be if I am to realize the 
dream of my wife and I in 
retirement, so now is the time 
to face tlie facts, before it’s too 
late.
I for one would be willing to 
meet with anyone on this 
matter with the view to fin­
ding an answer to a basic 
right Any joiners? 
yours very truly,
Wilfred W.A. Burton, 
521-1701 Cedar Hill X Road 
Victoria, B.C.
( Sunday, July 13,1975 
TRINITY VII 
ST. MARY’S
9; 30 a. m. Communion
Anglican Church of Canada
IRE PARISH OF 
NORTH SAANICH
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Two days ago I called on the 
Sidney Museum - closed ex­
cept Saturdays and Sundays 
wliat a shame! Museums are 
very important - part of our 
education. I had been 
through tliat museum a year 
or so ago and was delighted at 
what I saw. It seems to mo it 
should be kept open every day 
in July and August - with so 
many tourists about Saturday 
and Sunday might do for tlie 
rest of the year.
Yours truly
Thomas F, Baxter
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Once again, I must protest 
the pre.sent dog ban in the 
parks, I walked my dog past 
the Resthaven Park two days 
in a row, and saw a dog in 
there each time, not even a 
leash, but just someone there 
with them. Who is going to 
enforce it, or how?
The water regululioiib are 
also a matter of protest. I 
remember His Worship Mayor 
Stan Dear on TV two years 
ago telling everyone that 
Sidney did not have a water 
problem. Even then, wo wore 
on restricted hours and days 
Continued on Page .I
ST. STEPHEN’S 
11:15 a.m. Matins
Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812
ASSEMBLY OF GOD 
(P.A.O.C.)
9182 E. Saanich Rd. 
North off McTavish
Sunday July 13th 
ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH 
3rd St..Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
11:15 a.m. Morning Prayer
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH 
Patricia Bay 
West Saanich & Mills
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School. 
11:00 a.m. Morning Wor­
ship
“GOD BLESS YOU”.
7:00 p.m. Evangelistic. 
WHAT IS SALVATION?
Tuesday 7:30 p.m. 
Bible study and prayer
You are always welcome






9:45 a.m. Sunday Bible 




Rector Rev. Robert Sanson 
656-4870 656-5322
ALL VISITORS 

















7:00 p.m. Evelyn Rorison 
missionary to Nigeria
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. 
“Bible Study and 
Prayer Time 
The Parables of Jesus





Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.
Wed. Fellowship 8:00 p.m. 
Sun. 9:00 a.m Worship 
1st. Memorial Chapel 
4725 Falaise Cres. 
Royal Oak




SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office - 6563213 
Manse - 656-1S30
ST. JOHN’S AND 
ST. PAUL’S
One service only 
ST. PAUL’S 10:00 a.m.
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. JohnM. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 EastSaanich Road 









and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service 
Wednesday
8p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said






Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11;00
a.m.








Your six community Chapels. 
Independent Family Owned 




Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES




ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor A. Ramsay 
Phone G56-275G ‘ 
G5G-1121
WECARE 
Dedicated to Sorvico 
Sensible Prices
Sands Chapel of Hoses 
Fourth Street 
I SIDNEY 0.5(5-29:121
Specializing In shipping to or 
from anywhere. Call collect
SAANICH PENINSULA I t/fB 
CATHOLIC PARISH




Sunday Mass 9 a.m, 
ST, ELIZABETH’S CHURCH 
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A Day At The Saanichton 
Horse Show
ENTRANTS WAIT THEIR TURN in Western trail competition 
at annual Saanichton horse show.
YOU CAN LEAD A HORSE to the refreshment stand but you. 
,can’t make him drink...
I > 7 I #
GINA ROSS ON I)RI'',AM WHIP carries a blue ril)bon, one of 
three ribbons she took in Saturday’s competition.
Saaiiichlon tancr 
llorSV low
Audience participation was 
down, but entries were better 
than ever for the annual 
Saanichton Summer Horse 
Show held Saturday at the 
Saanich Fair Grounds.
Dorothy Toller of the North 
and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society which 
sponsors the event reported 
the audience size was “a little 
disappointing”.
Entries for the twenty-three 
event show were up over the 
last few years, however.
There were 260 entries of 85 
horses in the show which 
featured English and Western 
events. Most of the entrants 
were local, with some entries 
from up-island.
The show is organized by the 
Agricultural Society horse 
show committee of the 
Agricultural Society, which 
includes members of some 
local of the local riding clubs.
Steward for this year’s 
event was Bob Batty,' of 
Duncan.
F’irst prize winners in the 23 
■ classes were: E.NGLISH 
EVENTS
Class 1. E^qiiitation Basic Seat 
- Junior “C” Susan Evans on 
“Allegria’s Serenllys”
Class 2. Junior Show Hack 
‘‘Moody Blue” ridden by 
Aimee Shold
Class 3. Junior English 
Pleasure Pony ‘‘Sea Foam” 
ridden by Janice Trickett 
Class 4. Open Show Hack 
‘‘Kelvin Heather” ridden by 
Mrs. C.C. Carpenter 
Class 5. English Pleasure 
Horse Open ‘‘Fresh Lettuce” 
ridden by Karen Perry 
Class 6. Pony Jumper ‘‘B” 
Ponies ‘‘Sea Foam” ridden by 
Janice Trickett, “A” Ponies 
‘‘Appy Daze” ridden by 
Debbie Garside 
Class 7. Junior Working 
Himter Under Saddle ‘‘Fresh 
Lettuce” ridden by Karen 
Perry
Class 8. Equitation Hunter 
Seat Over Jumps - Junior "A” 
& “B” Shelley Wragg on 
“Heaniad’s Natasha”
Class 10 Open Working Hunter 
‘‘Solid Oak” ridden by Fred 
Ball
Class 11. Junior Jumper 
“Christian Lady” ridden by 
Judy Baker .. . ,
Class 12. Open Jumper 
“Dream Whip” ridden by 
Gina Ross
Class 13. F'ault & Out Jumping 
“Hasty Hug” ridden by Pat 
Owen
WESTERN EVENTS 
Class 14. Open Trail Horse 
. “Paymaster” ridden by Jim 
Bissenden
Class 15. Saddle Pony 
“Copper” ridden by Robbie 
Thornton
Class 16. Western Pleasure 
Horse Open “Paymaster” 
ridden by Jim Bissenden 
Class 17. Stock Horse Open 
“Shillelagh Irish” ridden by 
Lola Thornton
Class 18. Reining.Class Open 
“Shillelagh Irish” ridden by 
Lola Thornton
Class 19. Stake Race 
“Hombre” ridden by Guenter 
Szepat
Class 20. Barrel Race “To- 
High” ridden by Con Patrick 
DRIVING CLASSES 
Class 22, Hackney Driving 
Class “Stuart’s Mistress’ 
driven by Bill Scott 
Class 23. Driving Class (not 
open to Hackney ponies) 
“Korbee’ driven by Alice 
Rawlines
Note; Class 21 cancelled due 





PATII'INT Al'IbM.OOSA llaida Dawn doesn't dignity by capping liis ears. Rider Ali.son 
se(>m to mind wiien yoiingstc'i's compromise Eiemi iooks on.
DARRIFl CARTER and Bill Holmes with 'Viking designed pulling boat.
Unusual Open Boat Built Here To Ancient Design
by
JOSHUA PERLMUTTER
A Viking ship has been built 
in Sidney.
Constructed after plans of 
an actual Viking design ob­
tained from the Boda museum 
in Norway the 19 foot five inch 
vessel was built in one month 
under the guiding eye of 88 
year old Darrie Carter.
This master shipwright, 
who lives on Amelia road in 
Sidney, has as his assistant a 
young American man. Bill 
Holmes.
“I first learned about 
Darrie’s boat building skill 
when I read an article on him
in The Sidney Review,” said 
Holmes. “That was a year or 
more ago. I wrote to him 
numerous times throughout 
the winter and also obtained 
plans of this boat from a friend 
in Norway.”
A total of 116 hours were 
spent on the craft, said Car­
ter; it is the 869th boat he has 
built in over half a century of 
constructing sea going craft.
“I built my first boat in 
Alert Bay,” Carter told The 
Review Monday.” I came out 
to this coast in 1890 from 
Ontario.”
His latest vessel is framed 
with yellow cedar, has oak
gunwales, %” red cedar 
planking and is fastened with 
2” copper clout nails. There 
will be no engine mounted on 
this boat.
Instead it will be powered 
with two pairs of oars. Holmes 
told The Review that he and 
his wife will likely cruise up to 
the Queen Charlottes next 
year.
“I am also rigging her with 
a squaresail,” he said.
This same size and design of 
boat was in popular use off the 
coast of Norway 200 years ago , 
when fishermen there ,used 
them.
Art Exhibition Resounding Success
By EDITH JONES
An exhibition of art was held 
recently at St. Johns Hall in 
Deep Cove. The group of 
artists showing their work 
have been attending the 
Windsor Utley seminars.
Mr. Utley encourages each 
artist to explore new avenues 
in their painting, to enable 
them to achieve a greater 
depth of perception and 
awareness of their own per­
sonal path to follow in their 
individual works.
Most of the artists have been 
attending the seminars for 
quite a few years and it is 
interesting to note the degree 
of change in each artists work.
Kay Ratcliffee, who has 
painted mostly in oils, is now 
working in a mixed media of 
acrylics, watercolours and 
collage. A versatile artist she 
showed paintings ranging 
from delicately muted shades 
to those of sensuous glowing 
colours. Her work is well 
balanced in colour and 
composition and always very 
satisfying to the viewers eye.
Lilian Rogers who last year 
showed large bright canvases 
in oil, done in a very lyrical 
manner is now working in 
water colours and in a very 
small format. Her work is 
clear and crisp with a well 
balanced composition, still
LETTERS
CuiUinned from Rage 4
What constitutes a water 
problem? My home is only 5 
years old, and we had to 
replace water taps and parts 
of the toilet because of 
corrosion and leaks. The 
water kettle seems to be full of 
scale all the time, and I dare 
not use the steam iron 
anymore. As to watering, 
most of the lawns are all dried 
out and brown. Then there are 
the exceptions, with a few 
greener lawns, where there 
seems to bo ignorance of the 
regulations, arc just ignoring 
them.
I don’t think anyone could be 
successfully prosecuted in the 
Courts, even with witnesses. 
Once could not have heard the 
pleas on the Radio, and not 
everyone rends the Sidney 
Review, I’m afraid, At least, 
they do not have to read the 
warning in the paper, and no 
one could prove they had 
knowledge of the warning or 
regulations,
Ilow much simpler to get out 
notices, even mimeographed, 
and fasten them to tlm water 
bill. Then, anyone who used 
the water, and had to pay the 
Bill would bo aware of the 
Regulations. Could be cheaper 
than the Radio an­
nouncements and ad- 
verllsemcnl in the Sidney 
Review, also more effective, 




musical in feeling but ringing i 
with clear staccato notes.
Mary Corneille always 
much admired for her child 
portraits Has also changed 
from oil to water colours. She 
has managed the transition 
very nicely, giving the por­
traits a very sensitive and 
delicate feeling.
Bessie Snider working in 
mixed media of collage water 
colour, and inks has produced 
some very fine work. She has 
, made her progression from 
last year by the enrichment of 
her work by a good sense of 
colour and form and the use of 
ancient and mystic graphic 
imagery.
Nita Flick showing a variety 
of painting. seems to be 
working away from her for­
mer abstractions to more 
realism in her landscapes.
Gladys Boas working in 
hard edge simple abstractions 
is also moving towards 
realism but still in a clear 
simple statement of colour 
and form.
Peggy Larson working in a 
variety of media has perhaps 
changed the least of all, but is 
still maintaining her fine 
standard at work.
Russ Potter who has been 
trying to break through the 
rigid discipline of an 
engineering career is
beginning to show promise in 
his freer use of water colours.
Larry Miller a comparitive 
newcomer to the group has 
evidently made the most 
dramatic change. His pain­
tings are well controlled in 
colour and form and being full 
of exuberant child and rural 
imageries are refreshing and 
fun to see.
In all an exciting exhibition 
to see and a must for everyone 
to look forward to when they 




Admiral Mike Sealey 
reports that the crew of his 
entry this year into the Great 
Sidney Rowing Review will 
number at least 22 persons. He 
declined to say who they were 
and denied that they were 
being recruited from the 
Victoria City jail.
“We are in full training,” he 
told The Review today. “We 
have broken over 20 paddles 
during our training sessions. 
My crew runs five miles a 
day — I feel certain they will 
beat John Newman in the four 
mile event with no trouble at 
all.”
We can make 
your Tuesday & Thursday 
by treating you to our
Alaska King 
Crab Legs & 
Steak Special
only
Served in the comfort 




\Nq can make 
your day,..
123 CiORaii ROAD BAST ON HIGHWAY IA
Prices
, Effective: 
July 9th - 12th
In your I'riemlly 
.Sidne,'^
.Safeway Store
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ALL DEVELOPMENT FROZEN IN CENTRAL SAANIOI
Community Plan Being Prepared
ALDERMAN EARL TABOR OPPOSED
With* only one dissenting 
vote Central Saanich council 
approved a motion Monday 
night that will effectively stall 
development in the 
municipality pending com­
pletion of a community 
development plan.
Council stressed that the 
freeze would not affect project
applications presently before 
council.
TRY YOUR LUCK
The community plan, 
currently being prepared by 
William Graham Consultants 
Ltd., of Vancouver, will be 




I missed the bands 
in the parade. I think 
the merchants should 
participate more. 
Also, I don’t think it’s 
safe for candy to be 
thrown to children 
from trucks — there 




I think it needs 
improvement.
There’s not enough 
for young children to 
do. The en 
tertainment was 
better this year, 
though.









My family went and 
they liked it. They 
seemed to enjoy the 
parade particularly. 
We went last year and 




I thought it was 
pretty good, except 
that there were no 
bands in the parade. 
The majorettes were 
good but there should 





A total flop. The 
parade especially — 
if you took out the fire 
engines and old cars 
you had nothing. 
When the Marching- 
Marauders could win 
the award for the best 
marching unit when 
they aren’t even a 
marching out- 
fit.
* ^ j v
EMILY CASKEY 
I thought it was sort 
of dead — there were 
no rides and nothing 
for older people to do, 
just things for kids. 1 
don’t think they 
should charge to get 
into the grounds.
MARYHELEN VICARS 
Carol Manzon is the 
emergency department at 
Rest Haven Hospital.
Until a year and a half ago, 
there was no staff specifically 
assigned to emergency — 
when necessary, staff were 
called to emergency from 
their wards, on a rotating 
basis.
As the population of the area 
increased, emergency, like 
the rest of the hospital became 
busier, and Manzon assumed 
the responsibility of the 
emergency department full 
time.
Her duties are not limited to 
accidents: minor surgery and 
other outpatient procedures 
are handled through 
emergency as well.
Manzon finds the work a 
little more challenging than 
ward nursing, with more 
variety,* and greater op­
portunity to jearn.
She said the largest number 
of accidents she sees are in 
industrial accidents, with 
school accidents probably in 
the responsibility of the 
second place.
Automobile accidents are a 
smaller part of the total, and 
occur mostly in the evening. 
She speculated that in the 
evening, alcohol was more 
likely to be involved.
Summer, with more rushing 
to ferries and more traffic, 
increases the accident rate on 
thePatricia Bay Highway, she 
said.
Manzon became a nurse, 
she said, because she always 
wanted to help people. She 
trained in Ottawa and came to 
Rest Haven after about a year 
of nursing in the east.
She is enthusiastic about 
working at a small hospital.
HILL TO FULL
First Pelican: ‘•Prclty good fi.sh 
you have lliore.” Second Pelican: 
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Where meats are a speciality, not a sideline
LOCAL BUTCHERS
FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY
l-’or si>rvic('& qualily shop the2-l(i(l Block Beacon A'’o.
SFECIAIJZING IN FRESH CUT MEATS 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPLIES
656-5501 Open Daily K!(Ill a.m. t(ir»!;(0 p.m.
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The third issue of Olympic 
Action stamps features the 
combat sports of boxing, 
fencing and judo.
The denominations of the 
three stamps are eight cents 
plus two cents surcharge, ten 
cents plus five cents sur­
charge, and fifteen cents plus 
five cents surcharge.
The stamps were designed 
by .lames Mill of Toronto, and 
measure 30mm by 3Gmm in a 
vertical format. A total of 24 
million 11 plus 2 cent stamps, 14 
million 10 plus 5 cent stamps, 
and 14 million 15 plus 5 cent 
stamps will be printed In 
three-colour lithography by 
the Canadian Bank Note 
Company of Ottawa.
Marginal inscriptions, in­
cluding tlie designer’s name, 
appear on tlie top and bottom 
margins of onch pane of 50 
stamps (one denomination per 
pane).
Tlie total production of llioso 
stamps will bear tlie general 
tagging and will not be 
avn liable in any other form.
Mint stamps are available 
to collectors llirough to 
collectors through I’hilatolic 
Counters at selected post 
offices acro.ss Canada, as well 
as by mail order through the 
Mhilatelic Service, Canada 
I’ost Office, OUnwa, Ontnrin, 
KtA 0B5.
after training and working at 
one of the larger hospitals, 
Ottawa Civic.
‘A small place is different. 
The nurse has more respon­
sibility. At a big hospital, ah 
intern is always there.
Here we have to handle 
problems ourselves more, 
although there we work with a 
doctor to back us up,” she 
said.
The attitude of the public 
has changed a little in the last 
few years, she said. “A few 
years ago people didn’t think 
we knew anything and they 
wouldn’t take our word for 
anything, but now they seem 
to accept the medical 
knowledge nurses have.”
Throughout the interview, 
Manzon spoke of the learning 
involved in keeping up her 
skills and knowledge.
Another reason for 
preferring work in a small 
hospital is the opportunity to 
learn in different depart­
ments.
I’ve worked all over this 
hospital — it’s a great place to 
learn because everyone is 
willing to take time to teach 
you new things.”
Manzon said she is in­
terested in continuing her 
education some day, perhaps 
by taking part in nurse- 
practitioner training, which is 
post-graduate training to 
prepare nurses to do routine 
medical work now done by 
doctors.
Another possibility may be a 
return to university to get a 
Bachelor of Science degree, as 
her training was through a 
nursing school.
But whatever further 
training she may choose, 
Manzon will always be a 
hospital nurse.
Hospital work is her career, 
and despite her family 
responsibilities, she would 
never give it up altogether.
She enjoys her work, and 
although she took a little time 
off last year when her son was 
born slie said leaving the 
hospital completely would 
make it too hard to come back.
Her position in the 
emergency department 
confers some advantage as
.well as responsibility — by 
nursing standards her hours 
are very reasonable.
She works eight to four, 
while most hospital nurses are 
subject to changing shifts.
Working daytime hours 
make it easier to reconcile 
work and family, a role she 
said is almost essential today.
Although she works because 
she enjoys it, she said two 
salaries are essential to a 
young family hoping to own 
their own home, especially for 
the first few years.
So, for now, further training 
for the enthusiastic Carol 
Manzon, R.N. will be on the 
job.
The plan will regulate land 
use in the community.
The motion passed by 
council Monday will freeze 
development of new projects, 
pending completion of the 
plan.
With only Aid. Earl Tabor 
opposed, council voted to “not 
consider any further ap­
plications requiring land use 
contracts, zoning amend­
ments or any other change of 
permitted land use, until such 
time as he community plan 
has been submitted to council 
in its final form.”
Aid. Dave Hill made the 
motion, and gave notice of his 
intention at a committee . 
meeting June 23.
In the interim, a number of 
developers have written to 
council expressing their 
concern about the freeze.
At least one firm, B.A.C.M., 
which has a plan pending to 
develop a housing complex on 
Tod Inlet, have requested a 
meeting with council to 
discuss the issue.
on a 2 bedroom Kiniknik Modular Home 
or $10,000 Cash. Draw extended to August 
22,1975 at Smithers B.C. Lottery Lie. No. 
15615. Sponsored by B.C. Association of 
Non-Status Indians and Catholic 
Charities. Send name, address, $2 per 
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OFF MCDONALD PARK ROAD
FARM FRESH POULTRY PRODUCTS. 
MILK. PRODUCE AND BREAD DAILY.
SPECIAL JULY 10-lM2-13th.
FRESH TRYING CHICKEN utility 79' Lb.
FRESH CHICKEN WINGS 75^Lb.
WIENERS 1 Lb. Pkg. 85 Lb.
SALE
Grade “A”
FROZEN FRYING CHICKEN 79*Lb.
WOMENS SANDALS
1000 PAIRS MUST GO 




FROZEN UTILITY ROASTERS 85*Lb.
FRESH PRODUCE:
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
10 a.in. ■ 6 p.in.
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THE NEAREST DTACHMENT 
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Mr. & Mrs. Geo. Seel 
Moose Jaw, Sask.




Mr. & Mrs. Len
Stephenson
England •
Mr. & Mrs. J. Nikel 
England




Mr. & Mrs. Robert Sine 
Fork River, Man. 
Patrick Ray O'Neil 
Kelowna, B.C.
Edward & ' Muriel 
Brown
Lockport, New York. 
Dennis Jones 
Grand Forks, B.C. 




Mr. and Mrs. H.W.
Collister
Victoria, B.C.
I Mr. & Mrs. Nick Shokan 
Vancouver, B.C.
iMr. & Mrs. Peter Kalyn I West Saskatoon, Sask.
Daniel Ronald Grosslin 
Iwhitehorse, Yukon.
Peninsula Water Supply Controversial Question
B.V MARYHELEN
VICARS
FOUMEK SIDNEY COURT JUDGE DENZIL ASHBY was 
honored by the Town at a banquet Friday evening. It was at­
tended by Mayor Stan Dear, local aldermen, probation officers, 
a lawyer, peace officers and numerous people who had worked 
with the Judge during his many years on the bench here.
Judge Ashby, in acknowledging tributes paid to him by the 
assembled guests said he felt it was a pity to setf the Sidney 
Court closed down. Mayor Dear and many others at the dinner 
spoke vehemently in agreement with him.
Judge Ashby was presented with a plaque depicting the Town 
coat of arms.
Peninsula People
On July 5th, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bryson, Henry Avenue, 
celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary with an open house. 
The table was decorated with pink and white streamers and 
centered with a cake which had been decorated by Mrs. Laura 
Wood. Forty guests attended, from points up Island, Victoria, 
Vancouver, Prince George and Winnipeg, Man.
Mrs. Gordon Fraser and granddaughter Heather Diinfield of 
Almonte, Ont. have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. Puckett, 
Oakville, Ave.
Mrs. Elizabeth Smith of 909 Marchant Road is enjoying a 
three weeks’ visit from her nephew, Mr. Geoffrey Varley, 
recently arrived from England.
Barbara and Bill Ellison of Prince George are happy to an­
nounce the arrival of their daughter, Sara Louise, on Monday, 
June 20th, 7 lb. 10 Iz., a first grandchild for Mr. and Mrs. Cuth- 
bert Brown of Brentwood Bay and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ellison of 
Kelowna.
Winner of Game No. 1, of the B.C. Association for the Mentally 
Retarded T.V. Bingo on B.C. Television, Fihday June 20, 1975 
was Mr. Albert Wilson, Fifth St., Sidney, he was one of 29 win­
ners and shared $5000.00 prize money.-For that game Mr. Wilson 
received $172.42.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Smith, 10145-3rd Street welcomed Mrs. 
Smith’s sister Nell and her husband Elmer Gust of Ellensburg, 
Washington when they paid a visit to Sidney for a few days 
recently. Miss Dolly Anshelm a granddaughter to Mrs. Smith 
also visited the household with her boy friend Charlie at the 
same time. Dolly and Charlie live at Royston, B.C. near Cour 
tenay.
Siir£LLfr£ 656-2642
ON THE SIDNEY WHARF FOOT OF BEACON
Dogs were valuable during 
the Klondike Gold Rush of 
1898. A team of five onces sold- 
for $2,500 in Dawson City, and 
it was said a poor dog was 
worth at least $25.
Charges that peninsula 
water consumption is 
responsible for a drop in the 
level of Elk Lake this spring 
are “unjust and not true”, in 
the words of peninsula water 
committee Chairman Dave 
Hill.
Hill was reacting to com­
ments by Sandy Noel, Saanich 
alderman and member of the 
Greater Victoria Water 
Board.
Central Saanich draws 
water from Elk Lake to serve 
the peninsula, and unusually 
low levels of the lake this year 
have led to suggestions that 
Central Saanich find other 
sources of water rather than 
continuing to drain the lake.
Noel recently announced his 
intention to recommend th*e 
board pay for a two-mile 
connecting main from the 
present terminus of the 
Greater Victoria system at 
Haliburton Road to the Elk 
Lake pumping station.
The new main would carry 
Sooke Lake water into the 
present peninsula system, and 
the supply from Elk Lake 
would not be used. Cost of the 
two mile stretch is estimated 
at $120,000.
The board should pay this 
amount “to show good faith”, 
Noel has said.
The main would be built on 
the condition that Central 
Saanich join the board, at a 
cost of about one million 
dollars.
Sidney Alderman Hugh 
Hollingworth has been quoted 
as saying the plan was “an 
offer the peninsula couldn’t 
refuse.”
Hill, however, does not 
agree.
SOOKE LAKE WATER 
The Sooke Lake water would 
be fed into the system through 
a 12 inch main connecting with 
the present 12 inch main from 
the west side of Elk Lake 
which serves the' rest of the 
peninsula.
HilL explained that the 
carrying capacity of these 
mains was limited by their 
size, so that the Sooke water 
would not mean any real in­
crease in the supply of water 
to be made available.
On the contrary, in fact, he 
said it could mean a decrease 
in the water supply, as the 
board has indicated they may 
permit only two and one half 
times as much water to be 
used during the peak summfer 
period as is required during 
the slower winter months.
Central Saanich is 80 per 
cent agricultural land, and 
almost all of this land is
irrigated. Consequently, the 
summer demand for water is 
closer to eight times the 
winter use.
The boiird is reluctant to 
supply any water for 
agricultural puposcs, he said, 
which would mean two dif­
ferent systems for the 
peninsula, one for residential 
water and one for irrigation.
Keeping water costs low for 
agricultural users is of high 
priority on the peninsula. Hill 
said.
Water rights to Elk Lake 
amount to “about $600” a 
year, he said. Buying into the 
Sooke Lake system at this 
time would mean “we’d be 
buying Sooke water at a huge 
cost when we could get Elk 
Lake water for practically 
nothing.”
MUST STUDY SOURCES 
Hill said he would not want 
to see the peninsula “get 
stuck” with an investment in 
the Greater Victoria system 
before all other possibilities 
for a lower priced water 
supply have been exhausted.
“We’re not willing to jump 
into an agreement for Sooke 
water before all other alter­
natives have been thoroughly 
investigated,” he said.
“This has been my theme 
for the last two years,” he 
said.
Ground water supplies have 
never been thoroughly in­
vestigated for the peninsula, 
he said, and until the extent of 
potable ground water is 
known, no action should be 
taken to involve the peninsula 
in expensive water systems.
. Central Saanich applied 
some time ago for a grant 
under the province’s 
Agricultural Rural 
Development Act to finance 
comprehensive, long range 
studies on irrigation water 
demand and supply, but the 
grant was refused because of 
the high cost of the studies 
that would be required.
Sooke water which could end 
up costing $10 or 15 million, 
when we don’t even know if we 
need it.”
The $10 to 15 million i§ the 
current estimate for con­
struction of a totally new main 
which would have to be built 
^ eventually if the peninsula 
elects to join the water board
and rely on Sooke Lake water.
The Elk l.,ake main leading 
from the pump house to the 
end of the peninsula, as well as 
being limited by its size, is 
steel and will have to be 
replaced because of corrosion, 
within about ten or fifteen 
years. Hill said.
Noel’s proposal for a con­
necting main to this system, is 
therefore only a short term 
measure.
If the peninsula joins the 
board, long term plans call for 
a new main to be built to 
follow the Pat Bay Highway.
PREDICTIONS
IMPOSSIBLE
This project is not con­
templated for the near future, 
and Hill pointed out that in­
creases in material and labour 
costs make prediction of the 
actual cost of such a system 
impossible.
In Central Saanich, the 
water rates are $72 per year, 
which allows 10,000 gallons a 
month. Each additional 
thousand gallons used are 
assessed at 35 cents.
Even at present costs, an 
investment of $10 million 
could triple water rates to 
consumers.
Farmers would be par­
ticularly vulnerable. Dairy 
farmers are dependent on 
irrigation to increase hay 
yeilds, and an increase in 
water rates would add to the 
already high cost of milk
production.
“If we went to the farmers 
and told them we had to in­
crease the cost of water to a 
dollar a thousand gallons 
they’d get bulldozers and rip 
out everything they have”, 
Hill said.
He said local farmers are 
already in a difficult position, 
competing with Mainland 
producers, and stressed the 
importance of keeping farm 
land protected under the 
agricultural land reserve 
productive.
While formal studies of 
ground water supplies are 
stalled, the water board and 
the municipalities are keeping 
a keen eye on the results of 
private drilling.
They are particularly in­
terested in deep well projects. 
A number of wells deeper than 
the 700 feet have been drilled 
on the peninsula. Some in the 
Sidney area have yielded salt 
water but many have been 
successful.
DEEP WELL
The latest such venture is a 
760 foot well being now 
completed on the Central 
Saanich farm of Geoff Van­
treight.
Deep water wells draw 
water from deep pockets, 
through fissures and faults in 
bedrock. Although surface 
wells to some extent “com­
pete” with one another for a 
limited amount of surface 
water, deep wells do not draw 
from the same reserves.
One possibility with in­
creased deep well excavation 
is that municipalities could 
make agreements with 
private well owners to share
the water produced........ .......
Hill said the peninsula is 
responsible for a drop of 
approximately one foot per 
year. This figure is calculated 
by means of measuring 
precipitation and evagoration 
rates and watershed 
production.
Water from the Elk Lake 
system is regularly inspected 
for contamination once or 
Bvice a month by the public 
health inspector and daily by 
municipal staff.
There have been no 
problems with contamination, 
although because of the 
shallowness of the lake, there 
are sometimes complaints 
during the summer of the 
water being warm.
WEATHER
Supplied by the Atmospheric 
Environment Service for the week 
ending July 6.
Maximum Temp. (July 4) 29C




The following is the 
meterological for the week ending 
July 6 furnished by the Research 
Statipn, Sidney.
Maximum Temp. (July 4&5) 27!8C 
Minimum Temp. (June 30) 7.78C




Heart and blood vessel 
diseases kill more Canadians 
than all other causes com­
bined. The B.C, Heart 
Foundation is fighting these 
killers. Your dollars are 
needed. Support this com­
munity’s Heart Fund driye;
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables 
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE




WE DESIGN AND BUILD A CUSTOM 




5870 Pat Bay Hwy. 652-3536
BB
DANCE TO THE BEAT OF THE 
TRAVELUDGERS
1 WHOLE CUSTOM ^1 25HALIBUT L LB. 1
1 FRESH LEMON ^ t
SOLE FILLETS $ 1 bU 1
1 WHILE THEY LAST ■ |||l i-jK* B
j FRESH 1
j SOOKE • $350 1
OYSTERS
$225 1
1 i/j PINT 1
1 PACIFIC COD • CONTENTED FISH
FILLETS Q0"^





SEA FOOD EVENING 
THURSDAYS
ACTIVE PASS
LING COD FILLETS 9 25LB.
DEEP COVE CHALET
RESERVE EARLV FOR WEEKEND
Closed Monday 656-3541
I rwdf UUhn'c PAmintY Ta ^
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Look Who’s Coming To
WESTERN SPEEDWAY
^ ROGER WARD tV
FDBMKH IWOTIMKWINNEII 
“INDIANAPOLIS 5(10”
WILL BACK AT WKSTEIIN IN THE




rime Trials 7 P.M. Haclng Action H
I
I
DON'T MISS THE GRAND OPENING OF OUR NEW
TRAVELROOM CABARET
DANCING 9;30 P.AA. — 2:00 A.M.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
2280 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY Resehiafions 656-1176






Do your own thing. Minifarm. 
This 1 ac. of good farmland is 
close to school and on 
watermains. $27,900.
ARDMORE
.96 ac. almost next to Golf 
Course. Lovely treed 
seculsion. Road to go in 




Approx. 200’ of prime park­
like waterfront property, 
hand-cleared to retain the 
natural beauty. Ready to build 
on with piped water installed. 




' 100’ of sheltered waterfront on 
beautiful Brentwood Bay. 
Sewer and piped water. 
Asking $95,000. — Terms. 
385-3435 652-2257
AL VICKERS 
BROWN and SONS LTD.
liL 'M. LMAfL; (D.u.) U U.




33,900 — Sidney 
Large dining living area, Vk 
baths, w.w. carpet, stove, 
fridge, drapes included. 
Private fenced yard & storage 





Sparkling new flexible plan 
show home with many one of a 
kind features. Warm colours 
make the kitchen-shine when 
it rains and the four part total 
living section is a bright new 
concept. Visit us at 1022 Clark 
Road.
2.36 ACRES, SOUTHEY POINT 
ROAD, Salt Spring Island. Treed, 
fairly arable, level on paved road, 
Hydro available, water hook up 
will be- available. $16,500. Phone 
656-2387 after 5 p.m. 28-1
P.R.
VACANT POSSESSION! 
Lovely 2 bedroom basement 
home on James White. Autom. 
hot water heat. Close to 
shopping and schools. Asking 
$49,500.
WOOD WORKING SHOP 
75x130 ft. lot on Resthaven 
complete with solid 
ft. building. Enough 
to build a residence, 
is your offer? Asking 
$36,000.












Lovely treed property at the 
intersection of Jura and 
Falkirk 1.13 acre. Road about 
450 ft. away. MLS 12842. 
Asking $24,900.
SEAVIEW
Lot at the corner of West 
Saanich and Munro. 104x128 
treed. Level lot with views 
over Pat Bay. MLS 11750. 
Asking $25,000.
BAKERVIEW ROAD 
3 / lOths. of an acre on a dead 
end road. Level, cleared lot. 
Water available. MLS - 
$14,500.
JOHN BRUCE Bus. 656-3928 




Almost new — spacious corner 
suite, IVa baths. Private 
sundeck near trees. Stove, 
fridge, dishwasher & drapes. 
Sauna, whirlpool lobby room, 







Well kept 3 or 4 bedroom 
home. Brick fireplace in LR. 
Keep layvn and garden green 
with water from private well. 
Lot 65’ X 129’. $48,500.00 MLS
EAST SAANICH RD.
Over 1200 sq. ft., 2 or 3 
bedroom home in North 
Saanich. Lot .7 acre. Detached 
carport, heated workshop, and 
greenhouse. 55,900.00 MLS 
WATERFRONT 
This modern executive home 
in Sidney offers you gracious 
living. 1900 sq. ft. of no-step 
living area, 2-3 bedrooms 
(master 3-pce ensuite), 
vaulted ceiling in LR & DR, 
easy-care landscaping, 
tremendous views of sea and 
islands, many other features.
CLAYTON ROAD 
2.09 acres of treed seclusion. 
Asking $30,000.00. MLS 
MAPLE BAY
A very nice sea view home 
with over 2000 sq. ft. of living 
area. 3 bedrooms, Wi baths, 2 
fireplaces,' and many other 
features. $75,000.00.
MORTGAGE FUNDS 
Limited amount of private. 








Superb views up Satellite 
Channel are yours from this 
lovely Lands End location. 
The residence has 3 bedrooms 
plus a very generous living 
room, dining room and kit­
chen on the main floor plus a 
large rec. room with stone 
fireplace downstairs. Large 
sundeck off the dining room.
. On the wat r is a 12x20 
boathouse with electric winch. 
This property not only has 
piped water but a drilled well 
and 6000 gal. holding tank. One 
acre in size with approx. 140 ft. 
of frontage. Tremendous 
property in all respects. 
$137,500.
John Bruce Bus. 656-3928 
Res: 656-2023 or 656^151 
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
FOR SALE BY OWNER two 
bedroom, decorated, bungalow. 
Water view of Anacortes Ferry. 
Phone 656-6378. 28-tf
SPECIAL FOR SIDNEY AND 
BRENTWOOD, best, clean rich 
top soil. 7 yards $50.00; Bag $2.00; 
old cow manure 6 yds. $45.00; Bag 
$1.75. Phone 595-0773. 27-4
FULLER BRUSH SALES 
Opportunity to increase your 
income in your spare time 
selling reputable household 








VICE. Sidney Clean-up. Ray 
Bowcott, 656-1920. 36-tf
MR. AND MRS. DANIEL F. 
BUTLER of 8561 Lochside Drive, 
Sidney, B.C. are pleased to an­
nounce the engagement of fheir 
daughter Penny to Mr. Patrick 
Shadfe, son of Mr. 8. Mrs. Bob 
Shade, 1236 Lands End Road, 
Sidney, B.C. The wedding will take 
place Saturday August 16, 1975 at 2 
p.m. in St, Stephen's Anglican 
church, Saanichton, B.C. Rev. F.C. 
Vaughan - Birch officiating. 28-1
WESTERN CANADA SCHOOL
OF AUCTIONEERING LTD. i
Canada's first, and the only' 
completely Canadian course of­
fered anywhere. Licensed under’ 
the Trade Schools Licensing Act,l 
R.S.A. 1970, C.366. For particularsi 
of the next course write: Box 687,1 








We reserve the right to 
limit quantities
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE. 
2439 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.4f-tf
SIDNEY LIONS CLUB July 1st. 
Shopping Spree Winner-—Mr. EG. 
Harrop, 2300 Beacon Ave. Sidney. 




Monday to Saturday 
8:30 to
8:30 a.m. to6:()0 p.m. 
riday 8:30 a.m. to9:00 p.m.
USED FLOATS, 6 FT. WIDE by 30 
and 40 ft. lengths. $1.00 per linear 
ft. Call 656-5566. 28-1
WILL TRADE APPROX. 4 
acre lot in quality subdivision 
within commuting distance of 
Edmonton - value to $15,000. - 
for property of similar value on 
Southern Vancouver Island. 
Reply to P.O. Box 55, Ed­
monton, Alta. 15-tf
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME. South 
Sidney, available by September 
1st. Contact P.O. Box 2005, Sidney, 
B.C. $350.00per month. 28-2
2-3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Sidney 
area. $350.00 per month. 656-4891 
after 5p.m. 28-1
CLEAN AND BRIGHT TWO 
BEDROOM furnished house, two 
blocks from Beacon. Beautiful 
garden. $300.00 per month. Reply 
Box T, Sidney Review. 28-1
EXCELLENT BED- 
CHESTERFIELD AND DEEP 
CHAIR, also 30 inch "Leonard" 
electric range. Munro 656-3632. 28-1
DO YOU AND YOUR SPOUSE 
HAVE A WILL?
NORFOLK TRUST 





STANLAKE — BORN TO BOB 
AND LEA (Hamilton) In Hen­
derson Hospital, Hamilton, Ont. 
June 28, 1975 a daughter, Bree 
Elizabeth, 7 lbs. S'/a ozs. A sister 
for Simon. 28-1
REGISTERED DUAL PURPOSE
polled Shorthorns, cow, $550.00; 
Open heifer, $400.00; Gelding 
hunter, nine years, 17 hands, 
gentle, rides English or Western, 
$250.00. Mundy 382-4848 or 629- 
6657. 28-1
BOY'S SUMMER CO­
ORDINATES. Plain navy slacks, 
plaid jacket. Size 14. Worn twice. 
$25.00. Phone 652-3449. 28-1
USED LUMBER. Phone 656-3519.
28-1
PENINSIIU FISHERMEN CALL STRIKE







females and one male, nine 
months old. Excellent for hunting 
or show. Gentle, intelligent and 
beautiful. Call Mr. 8< Mrs. John P. 
Harrison collecf af Duncan, 748- 
8742. 27-4
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE
teaching in Sidney, requires rental 
accommodation, 2 bdrm. house or 
duplex, have a dog, 656-6004. 27-3
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE OR 
SUITE (furnished?) wanted to 
rent by young lady with two small 
children. 656-6620after 6p.m. 28-1
(Est. 1912)
2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
TWO EXCLUSIVES
Occupancy, Aug. 15 
This cute little home can be 
viewed now, with oc­
cupancy on Aug. 15th. 
Provides living room, 2- 
bdrms., electric kitchen, 
and 4-pce. bathroom. 
Situated on delightful, 
easy-care 50x110 lot only 2 
blks. from Beacon Avenue. 




All these are to be considered 
today. Have Inflation and 
Taxes put you in a position for 
exchanging your lot for a 
Home or other Investments? 
We have CASH BUYERS for 
lots; also two new houses that 
the builder will take your lot in 
trade on.
Call Joe BlotlgcU, fi.5(;-r)f)53 
J.D. BOSDETLTD.






Owner .Wilf Dorman gives per­
sonal attenfion to all orders. 
PHONE 656-4754
Peninsula fishermen have 
joined other, salmon fishermen 
members of the United 
Fishermen and Allied 
Workers’ Union throughout 
the province in calling for a 
strike to come some time this 
summer.
Higher minimum prices and 
better cpnditions are at issue 
in the dispute, which led 90 per 
cent of the province’s mem­
bership to vote to strike for a 
better contract.
Fishermen also voted by a 
majority of 81 per cent in 
favour of 72 hours travelling 
time after the strike is settle, 
before fishing is resumed. 
This will enable all vessels to 
return to the grounds with 
adequate time.
Strike deadline results in a 
special vote of tendermen, 
shoreworkers and fishermen 
show considerable dif­
ferences. Tendermen and 
fishermen sections favour 
August 1. Shoreworkers 
favour July 11th. Over-ail vote
of all three sections show a 
majority of 53 per cent in 
favour of August 1.
The General Executive 
Board is meeting with the 
negotiating committees 
representing shoreworkers, 
tendermen and fishermen to 
further consider the strike 
actions of all three groups in a 
united manner.
The fact that an over-all 
majority of all three groups 
shows a majority of some 53 
per cent for August 1st is being 
considered in light of the fact 
that under the Union’s con­
stitution, each section is ex­
pected to work toward com­
mon consent with all other 
sections, but still retain the 
right to take strike action on 
their own.
The General Executive 
Board has therefore withheld 
any absolute declaration of a 
strike date until there is 
further discussion with the 
committees elected by each 


















Tiny retirement home on 
large seaview (90x135) lot 
only 150 ft. to beach. Has 
two bedrooms and full 
concrete basement. Many 
fruit trees and low, low, 




To view either of these 
properties, please call Mr, 
Elwcll, G56-1154 or 477-3988 
GORDON HULME LTD




TAXI DRIVERS WANTED. Must 
have class IV license. Apply in 
person to Beacon Taxi 9814 Fourth 
St; Sidney, B.C. 28-2
PART -TIME HELP FILING AND 
TYPING for Peninsula Recreation 
Commission. Phone656-3918. 28-1
CARETAKER FOR 52 SUITE 
APARTMENT, must have good 
references. Excellent position for 
semi retired couple. Phone 656- 
2864 . 28-1
WANTED FULL TIME STORE 
CLERK. Applicant must be neat, 
aggressiveand mature also a part- 
time job available for a summer 












6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY 
652-2511
DUTCH GARDENER available 
for Sidney Brentwood area. Good 
workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Have good crow for. larger 
jobs. Call: 656.5027, lO-tf
AFC CONTRACTORS
Painting, linos, and carpel in- 








TEENAGE BOY WILL RUN 




Ready to move in, benutiful 
one Bdrm., very well fur­
nished from cutlery to 
coloured 'I'.V. Located on 
wate.M'ronl in North Saanich, 
Well managed Bldg, with 
Sauna, games room, parking 
and marina facilities, A 
bargain at $32,000, Full delalls 














WANTED, CLEAN ROOM AND 
BOARD (or quiol oldorly pon- 
slonor. Sidney, Brentwood, Royal 
Oak area. 656.5621, 28-1





2'280 HARBOUR UP. SIDNEY
Centre open at 9 a.m. - Arts & 
Crafts room will be open to 
members wishing-to persue 
their crafts. Noon - Lunch. 
Cards - Shuffleboard - Hor­
seshoes - Library. July 17 
THURSDAY. -1 p.m. - Bridge 
7 p.m. - Crib. July 18 FRIDAY.
- 2 p.m. - Jacko. 7 p.m. - 
Evening Cards. July 19 
SATURDAY - 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
- Open for Drop-ins. July 20 
SUNDAY. -1 p.m. to 4 p.m. — 
Open tor Drop-ins. July 21 
MONDAY. - 1 p.m. - French. 
July 22 TUESDAY, - 1:15 p.m.
- Whist. - 7 p.m. - Shuffleboard. 
July 23 WEDNESDAY. - 10:30 
a.m. - Mah-Jongg. Noon - Hot
Dinner. Morning coffee & 
afternoon tea served every 
day. Senior Citizens of the 
district & visitors welcome. 
Trip tickets on sale for: July 
24th - Hurricane Ridge - July 
31st - Gulf Is. Aug. 5th - Port 







North Saanich Fire Chief 
Ron Evans and Jock Deans 
demonstrated the use of fire 
extinguishers at the Wind­
ward Village some weeks ago. 
Monday evening North 
Saanich council received a 
letter from Dan Johnson, 
secretary of Sidney Kiwanis 













One yr, old, 2 level, brick and 
stucco, 3 l)drm, lionie in 
Siianielilon near Tnrgoose 
I'oinl. Home I'eaUireH in lino 
living-dining room, Spanisli 
style fireplace, master en- 
suite, liriglil roomy kitelien 
willl eating area, 2Vu baths; 
great family home on quiet 
ciil-de-sae, Mortgage can he 
,assumed, owner will carry 
second at 19 lier cent, T’or 




BLOf'K linos. HEAL'I’Y 
I-ID. 
In an expanding area of Nortli 
Saanicli. Would l)e ideal for 
young couple or retired 
couple, as there is one 
bedroom, comfortable living 
accommodation attaclied, to 
store area, Iteasonahly priced 





2.05 acres on Land’s End Rd. 
Municipal water connection 
available, witliin walking 
distance of lliree marinas. 
$32,.500
381-8121 .lohiiBrll l77-’2.5(i2 
381-8121 G. I’erodemi 656-1525
lUIVlNGDRSEI.LING
PROI’EB'I’V',’
RUSS' TRACTOR sorvico, 
Rototlllinn - Bln or sriicill jobs. Call 
nnylimo, 656-36119, ■ 13tf
WORK WANTED Troo (nlljng, 
comoni work, landscaplnn by liour 
or conirnci, Froo osdmntos. Call 
3114-9737, 33.tf
TOl’PING AND FALLING 
TREES, Landscaplrui, Froo 
ostimalos, 380 5822, 30-tf
fttit^|ang|Bt)atl/.’I H - r H
'(O I;'
1973 DODGE COLT GT, 2 Dr, 
Hardtop, Standard 4 spood, Phono 
6.56 1553, 27-7
CDUNTBV LIVING 
3 liedroom custom lioine now 
under eonstrnetion situated on 
3.i of an acre in Nortli 
Saanicli, Many extras to lie 
Iniilt into this liome, Quality 
and value in.asking price of 






FOR SALE »Y OWNER, com 
plololy ronovalod 2 Udrm. houso 
with partial hasnmont, In SIdnoy, 
Evoninns 656-3105; Days 656 5845,
24-If
VIC'I'DHIA BIOAI/I’V l,TD, 




'I’liree liedromns, 4 pc, lialli up 
I,,11, (lining area, kilclipn and 
lanndry area wllli 1 pee lialli 
on tlie main. To lie sinccoed al 
Veiulor.s ex|M'ns(' prcHently 
being redt'coraled,' To view 
call Neva Rennie'386-3585.
nUCCANEF.R CAMPER FOR
Importod trucks, sloops 3 or 4, 
$l(X)0,00or noarosi offer. Cash sah) 
only. Sonal l03n7A McDonald Park 
Road. 27-3
CASH FOR PIANOS or playor 
pianos, any condition, 477-6439. 26- 
t(
SIDNEY AUCTION AND 
SECOND HAND SALES, Wo buy 
on conslgnmont, 9770 Fifth St; 
SIdnoy, 656-2333, 18-tf
’Giiining/Evetitsi
Check our prices 
before you buy or sell anything
— Used Furniture — T.V.’s Appliances.
-- Tools — What have you.





SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH 
GARDEN club will hold Ils Annual 
Picnic al Iho Exporimonlal Farm, 
July 21, momhors are to moot al 
IhoMargarol Vaughan ■ Birch Hall 
at 2;00 p.m, Transportation 
nvallablo. 28-1
SIDNEY ECKANKAR CENTRE,
9780 Fourth 51, nook solos, froo 
llloraluro - Salsanri classos, open 
hours Tuosday 12 • 4 p.m,, Thur­
sday 12 - 4 p,m, and 7:30 ■ 9;00p,m. 
Saturday 2 - 4 P.M, 22-11
BINGO K OF P HALL 8 p,m, 
ovory Thursday, Evoryhody 
wolcomo, 1 11
1973 DODGE TRADESMAN 200,
camporUi'd window Van, 4500 
mllos, Narsmnil hardtop loni 
li.illfi i.omph'li.' unit, Sloops ii 
pooplo. Sink, siQvo, ico Ixjx In 
Irallor, $6,500.00 Phono ovonings 
656 4603, 28-1
FIREPLACE WOOD, CEDAR 
POSTS, all luirdwoods, spilt, $-10,00 
por rord, $25,00 hall cord, 
Dollvorod, Phono656 4213, 27 If
prrcHin
We Buy And Sell Eveiything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture, 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You.
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE






N THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
provides spiu'ioiis new 
aecoininoiliilinn witli fully 
efiiiipped kilehens, eiihic 
T\’, pluMie, feel' pai'king 
mid view liitleonles. All IIiIn 
lor $18.0(1 single and $1.00 
per addllional guest witli 
eainplinieiUary eafl'ee and 
tea servlee far yoiir added 
enjoyiiient. On yanr next 
visK to Vaneonver slay 
downtown al (he Mayfair 
Hotel loeali'd al Hornliy 
and Itolison Klreets,
for reaervations, virUa to
THE AAAYFAIR HOTEL











WINNEH OF .STEIIEO Siyi'l 
MHH. L. I,AN(J
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ALGIFE 
plant in
ED seaweed based fertilizer being 
Sidney.
prepared for shipping at Goddard Chemicals




After 85 years in Sidney, a 
local manufacturing firm has 
taken the long step from 
making boiler compounds to 
producing a line of gardening 
products from seaweed.
That’s right — seaweed. 
According to Goddard 
Chemicals’ director Fred 
Elves, seaweed “is one of the 
greatest known sources in the 
world of trace elements.”
The firm produces Algifeed, 
cold leached fertilizer made 
from local kelp. Elves says 
they are the only company in 
Canada liquifying fertilizer 
from Canadian seaweed.
Elves is proud the fertilizer 
is a “100 per cent Canadian 
product” and said the com­
pany plans to produce a full 
line of fertilizers and other 
naturally-based products 
’ including flower and foliar 
sprays, and kelp pills within 
two years.
Elves has been owner of 
Goddard Chemicals for three 
years, and has recently sold 
the chemical part of the 
business to Peter Smits, a 
chemical engineering 
technologist.
Smits, who has worked with 
Goddard a year, will relocate 
the chemical industry while 
Elves and Jerry McLean, a 
newcomer to Sidney, set up 
assembly lines for the new 
products.
AFRICAN FLOWER
As well as seaweed based
products the firm will begin 
this fall to produce a natural 
pyrethrium based pesticide.
The basis for this product is an 
African flower which contains 
natural insect repellants. 
Goddard will import the 
flowers and manufacture the 
pesticide at their Sidney plant.
This type of pesticide is 
minimally toxic. It works on 
contact and does not persist in 
the environment.
Elves came to Sidney from a 
career in banking in the east, 
eleven years with four of them 
as a bank manager."
“I just packed it in,” he 
says. “I had a choice —three 
ulcers or get out.
“I went first to Northern 
Ontario where I kept a hotel 
for a year, and later spent a 
year south of Calgary on a 
ranch. We were calving in 
February at 35 below.
“I finally came to Sidney 
four years ago to keep warm.”
McLean comes to the 
seaweed company from a 
career in the oil and gas 
business in Calgdry. He is in 
the process of moving his 
family out, and plans to enter 
a partnership with Elves.
The sea weed used for the 
manufacturing is kelp chosen 
for its large size which allows 
it to be harvested easily. The 
fronds and stalk are both used.
Eventually, Elves hopes to 
be able to do research as well 
as manufacturing, expanding
his interest to work with other 
types of manures.
The response to the fer­
tilizer has been very good, he 
says. Orders have come from 




Recent political comment 
from the B.C. community 
press:
SAD COMMENTARY 
Cociuitlam - Organized labor 
in B.C. and Canada is not only 
losing its credibility - but 
pricing its membership right 
out of their jobs. And those of 
us left with jobs will be paying 
higher unemployment in­
surance premiums to aid 
those whom the trade union 
bosses are kicking onto the 
streets. What a sad com­
mentary. - The Herald.
DOUBLE SAVING 
Williams Lake - If the B.C. 
Department of Housing had 
never been created, we would 
have been saved more than 
just the departmental 
salaries; we would have more 
housing at lower cost and 
wouldn’t need rent controls. 
That’s just one more example 
of how' government control 
hurts the very people the 
government intended to help. - 
The Tribune.
WE’RE IN TROUBLE
Creston - Canada is in trouble, 
because as a nation she has 
forgotten that her welfare 
depends on goods and services 
produced, not on figures on a 
price tag or pay cheque. - The 
Review.
Club, Organizations, Hobby & Craft 
Groups, Scouts, Girl Guides etc. etc.
FREE MALL bookings may be arranged for displays, 
Community Fund Drives, Etc. etc.
For reservation of space please contact 
Mr. G. Stober
Beacon Plaza Merchants Association 
Phone 656-4414
BOOK CHAT
I don’t usually review 
reference books. After all,
I what’s the point of getting 
excited about a book that you 
can’t take home with you from 
, the Library? But some of 
these books are really worth 
i browsing through.
An example that I can’t 
refrain from mentioning is a 
recent addition to the Sidney- 
1 North Saanich Library’s 
: reference shelf. It is BRITISH 
i COLUMBIA IN BOOKS. Co­
authored by James Scott and 
Mary Lou Cuddy. Both these 
people, by the'way, are follow 
employees of mine at the 
Regional Library: she is an 
Aren Librarian for the Duncan 
region, and he works at the 
Shawnigan Lake Branch, This 
new reference book is a 
beautiful piece of work. 
Essentially, it is a guide to tlie
readily available books bn our 
own province.
Either the casual reader or 
the serious scholar who wants 
to discover what books exist 
on B.C.’s history, on famous 
people in B.C., on places to 
see, things to do, or stories to 
know on B.C. will find them 
described in the entertaining 
annotations of BRITISH 
COLUMBIA IN BOOKS.
All the best known books 
about the province are listed 
here. More fascinating, 
though, are the numerous 
items that are less well 
known.
Unusual little books on such 
topics as sunken treasures and 
ghost towas seem to be in print 
all over the Pacific Northwest. 
There are odd items, too, such 
as a manual on how to draft 
marriage contracts in B.C,
THINKING OF BUYING OR SELLING? 
LET THE CANADA TRUST CO. 
HELP WITH THESE NEW IDEAS:
BRIDGE 
FINANCING
Free Interim Loans Based 






At First Mortgage Rates.
NEW
3 BDRM home 
will full basement 
48,900
$45,500
2 Bdrm, en-suite. 
Only 1 year old. 




warehouse with 3 
suites presently



























a BACK I IDE 
WORK
a CAT WORK 
a TRVCKING 









Ropnirs ■ Any sizo boni nnd Laiidseaping IJd.
trnllor cushions ■ custom mndo Rosidonllnl Commorclnlfurnituro. 8<Gol( Courso Consiructlon
Brontwoorl liny 6955 Wust Snnnich Rcl,
Shopplno Coniro Drontwood Uny
(i.52-151)1 Glon Willlnins 652-3323
AJAX






















Robert W. Roper, D.C. 





New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 
Remodeling - Additions and Repairs. 
Reasonable rates-Free estimates
PHONE 656-4915
1 PATRICK CUTTS LTD.
1 BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
, - Construction. Renovations 





Roofing — Repairs — 
Eavestroughs. Qualified 






















Holova(e -p l.evel — CiiUivatt' 
Plough — Disc— INislIloles 
Loading and Hauling
1 Free Estimales ()r)2-27.59
M. & B. MASONRY 1
Bi'lek and Bloek I
6.511-51)91 388-6128 |
A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
For the Peninsula, Phom* 
KUK rS'l'BICKl'ilt 
l''or Free Esllmales 
(;.5(l-2902
SANDY'S DRYWALL





























Best tjuality Meat 
and Groceries
2:i:!.'> Amity Dr.
Cor. Pat Bay Hwy.
10:00 a.m. till 7:00 p.m.







Sneciaiizing in Hot Water 
Heating




Specializing in new 
cabinets and also refacing 
of existing cabinets at 
substantial savings. Phone 





























® BACK HOE 
WORK
® CAT WORK 
® TRUCKING
“no job to large 
or too small”
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
'656-2651
656-5811
R. & P Janitor 
Service








Marine radio, radar, auto­
pilots.
Industrial process control; 
chemical, pneumatic, elec­
tronic







WATER. LINES . .,




Men’s - Ladies Childrens 
Alterations Repairs 
Drapes





Disposal Field Designs 









y\ll Ucpnir.s-Any size Boat and 















By Appointment Only 
1936 Llewellyn Place' 
Sidney, B.C. 6.56-5912
pLEXOto
^ *- STEP TO ^ Y 
BETTER HEALTH 
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks 











Industrial ■ Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Polos and Lino Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 













Insurance ClalniB Promptly Handled 



















Clean up - window cleaning 
carpet shampooing 
Painting Lawn Service - 






tnclinicinn with 35 yonrs 





I I’or any Job, also all idinHes 





■25 years experience 
Uosidenl iiil - Cornmercinl 
IiuluHlrlal
Hewli'ing ■ I'ilet'd'le lleatliig| 
Heiraii'N
Appllanee Conneellons 
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